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In the wake of climate change, the term ‘sustainability’ has become a political 
one, it has been elevated to a top issue and today it is commonly used, and 
sometimes misused, in many contexts. Apart from the fact that life in general 
depends on an intact environment, the practice of our sport in particular is only 
possible in cooperation with nature. In 2008, we became increasingly concer-
ned with concepts for sus tainability regarding material, production and marke-
ting. We thought about how we could contribute to improving the environment 
and which possibilities we had to make production more sustainable.
The most obvious idea was to produce kites from recycled polyester, similar 
to the outdoor sports industry. Our Japanese cloth supplier Tejin, the leading 
producer of textile polyester fabrics, developed a perfectly functional material 
for North Kiteboarding. There was only one catch. The technical requirements 
for kite material are so high that they can only be reached with pure polyester. 
Due to the elaborate process that is needed to produce such pure poly ester 
from recycled materials, the energy balance is worse than that of polyester 
made from new raw materials. Therefore, we can currently only wait for tech-
nical advances that will allow us to be able to produce the material in a more 
sustainable manner.
The second large product group is that of kiteboards. These were and still are 
made predominantly of PVC or PVC-EPS cores that are laminated with glass 
fiber and PU or Epoxy. The most critical product involved in this process is 
PVC, which causes serious ecological problems throughout the entire product 
life cycle. It starts with its production from carcinogenic chloride compounds 
with heavy metals and ends with the unsolved problem of its proper disposal. 
The typical form of disposal is combustion, which releases dioxins and furans. 
Therefore, we have been replacing the PVC in our boards with wood and 
bamboo from managed plantations. These new cores are not only much safer 
to dispose of; they also produce better boards with more vivid riding charac-
teristics for our customers. The boards are then UV-coated, which completely 
eliminates the use of solvents. Our production site in Austria, close to our main 
markets, offers the advantage of short routes of transport that significantly im-
prove the energy balance.
When talking about sustainability we must also consider the human factor. Our 
main production sites are located in Sri Lanka and Austria. There is no need 
to say much about working conditions in Austria, as the standards in Western 
Europe are generally very high. In the free trade zones of Sri Lanka, however, 
working hours, minimum age and wages are clearly regulated and monitored in  
contrast to conditions in India or China. Nevertheless, there is no child labor 
in our Sri Lankan plants, we pay above standard rates and provide additional 
social benefits.
Unfortunately, we are not yet able to claim that we are a thoroughly ‘green’ 
business, because so far, there are simply no entirely ecologically sound mate-
rials or production processes available for many of our products. However, we 
continually try to optimize individual steps and chains of production with great 
care in order to find the best compromise for durability, quality, the ecosystem 
and our workforce, even if that makes our products a little more expensive. In 
that respect, we hope that the concept of ‘sustainability’ will itself be recycled 
and not lose its current vogue, like many other ‘trends’ have in the past.

thinking 
about 
sustainability
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Advantages

•	 Additional	sales	argument	/	added	value
•	 Prevents	cross	selling		
•	 Customer	retention

How are complaints handled?
Necessary requirements:

•	 Valid	receipt
•	 Confirmation	mail	(Picture	from	mail	attached)		
•	 Registration	of	the	North	product	(kite,	board	and	/	or	bar	from		
	 2011)	within	60	days	of	purchase

If these requirements are met, the usual complaints process can be 
applied, i.e. the damage is documented and all necessary docu-
ments	(receipt,	confirmation	mail,	documentation)	is	sent	to	the	
relevant sales department.

+6WARRANTY
 EXTENDED WARRANTY

Starting	from	July	2011,	North	offers	an	extended	warranty	of	6	
months on all North kites, boards and bars of the current 2011 and 
2012 range! For this purpose, a product registration tool will be ad-
ded to the website that permits all customers to register their North 
products*! 

Customers	who	register	their	North	product*	within	60	days	of	
purchase receive an extended warranty of six months beyond the 
legal	warranty	period	of	their	country.	(The	extended	warranty	be-
gins with the expiration of the legal warranty period of their country 
and	includes	the	same	scope	of	protection.)
* The following products can be registered:
kites, boards and bars from the 2011 range or later.
(Older	products	cannot	be	registered).

After successful registration of a North product, the customer recei-
ves	a	confirmation	mail.	If	the	product	has	been	registered	within	60	
days of purchase, this confirmation mail and a valid receipt entitles 
the customer to a six months extended warranty. 
Warranty claims can only be made with the dealer who sold the 
registered North product.

How is the customer informed about 
the extended warranty? 

How does the extended warranty process work?

•	 All	2012	kites	and	bars	will	be	supplied	with	an	information	
 hang-tag
•	 All	2012	boards	have	an	info	sticker	on	the	deck	
•	 For	all	products	of	the	2011	range	yet	to	be	sold,	the	shops	will		 	
 receive an information flyer that is handed to the customer upon  
 purchase 
•	 The	2012	kite	ads	refer	to	product	registration
•	 Additional	advertisements	on	the	website,	in	the	newsletter	
 and social media
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north
Quality
Progression

the Main aiM: 
build the 
best kites on 
the Market!
OUR THREE MOST IMPORTANT ELEMENTS:

 best Quality 

 highest eXPeCtations 

 years oF eXPerienCe 

Quality means a lot to North Kiteboarding. For this reason 

we have focused our efforts on the best quality manage-

ment possible over the last few years. We expect lasting 

performance in a wide range of conditions from our kites. 

We expect to design kites that fulfill and surpass the 

wishes and demands of our customers. To ensure we can 

attain this goal, quality begins at the very first stages of 

kite manufacturing. We know that a product is always 

only as good as its weakest detail, which is the reason 

why all details in construction and production methods 

have been and continue to be analyzed and optimized 

over the years. We like to simply call this design and qua-

lity standard progression Q. In this ongoing process, we 

continuously work on improvements, but the basic idea 

remains the same:

By standardizing details in construction and design ac-

ross our entire range it has become possible to optimize 

production processes and to use materials more effici-

ently. The result is products that are all automatically at 

the same level of quality at any given time. Both of our 

kite designers work together closely so that each kite 

model in our range automatically benefits from every new 

idea or experience. Pro Q represents durability, timeless 

performance, and the highest possible quality control 

standards.

North Progression Q consists of three departments that 

complement each other perfectly:
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1. Materials and 
Hardware 

Only products of highest standards from 
trusted productions are used.

TEIJIN TECHNOFORCE D2 CANOPY 
Technoforce D2 is a revolutionary canopy 
material that offers the advantages of 
a high tearing strength and the highest 
resistance against UV. It’s the key to a 
durable, long lasting kite. Teijin, the lea-
ding manufacturer in canopy materials, 
produces Technoforce D2 exclusively for 
North Kiteboarding.

TEIJIN DACRON
The leading edge, struts and wingtips are  
built of the ultra durable dacron material  
from Teijin. 
 
LINES + BRIDLE LINES
To ensure longevity, North only uses lines 
from renowned producer Teufelberger. 
They have years of experience in kite-
boarding as well as sailing, paragliding, 
climbing, etc. The new PBO line was 
invented and produced at Teufelberger.

BLADDERS 
All bladders are produced of high quality 
Polyurethane. This material is known for 
high elasticity and resistance to pressure. 
The modern welding technique ensures 
durable seams and glues.

ARAMID REINFORCEMENTS 
All critical points are reinforced with Ara-
mid. Aramid is the best-known material 
to prevent abrasion.
In addition to the above-mentioned 
materials, we also utilize specialized 
hardware, developed exclusively for kite 
construction:

VALVES
Unique valves with an integrated closing 
mechanism and deflator pin are designed 
to prevent rotating or sliding. 

LAZY PUMP SYSTEM
The North Lazy Pump system allows you 
to inflate the entire kite with just one val-
ve. Clips prevent airflow between leading 
edge and struts to ensure the struts still 
hold the air in case of leading edge da-
mage or vise-versa.

PULLEYS
Even the Bridle Pulleys are not a standard 
sailing accessory, but rather a specifically 
designed part to withstand the unique 

loading forces in kiteboarding.

2. Employees and 
Production Techniques 

The highest quality expectations are only 
attainable by hiring technically trained 
and motivated employees. Therefor, we 
invest in our employees.

- Long term careers result in long-term 
experience, not wage dumping.

- All our factories have controlled wor-
king conditions, which is not just ethically 
and morally correct, but also increases 
the motivation and professionalism of our 
employees.

- A detailed quality control system has 
been developed starting with the material 
delivery at the kite factory and ending 
with the final delivery to our customers.

- A quality check card is filled out for 
every single kite and controlled precisely.

- All crucial seams are done with com-
puter supported sewing and cutting 
machines. This is the only way to create 
a perfect and consistent sewing and 
cutting image. This avoids mistakes, 
increases the process security and makes 
it possible to use raw materials in a very 
effective way.

- Every single work process is optimized 
to the smallest detail. Precision is one of 
the factors that make the kites the high-
est quality available on the market.

3. Construction Details and 
Design 

North Kiteboarding works with two 
well-known, experienced kite designers 
and a huge product development team. 
Durability, longevity and functionality of 
the kites are a direct result of their expe-
rience. Our intelligent and optimized kite 
construction reaches its quality through 
numerous specific details. Some of them 
are tried and proven, others are brand 
new.

LOAD-DISTRIBUTION-PANELS
As kite geometry improves, the canopy 
must continue to resist higher and higher 
forces. To spread these forces, we have 
developed the Load-Distribution-Panels. 
They are responsible for holding the kite’s 
shape even under the most extreme load. 

The kite feels smoother and delivers 
consistent performance in any riding 
situation.

ZIPPER-LESS STRUT
This season, North Kiteboarding relies on 
a well-tested zipper-less construction. 
Although slightly more tedious when 
exchanging a strut bladder, they offer 
the following advantages: less weight, 
smoother flying characteristics, increased 
durability.

FUSION STRUT
North Kiteboarding created the fusion 
strut two years ago and with it the first 
time a controlled distribution of forces 
between strut and leading edge. Struts 
are 100% connected to the leading edge 
with a flexible Dyneema line, which pro-
motes higher canopy tension and a clean 
profile.

DOUBLE-V PIGTAILS
The Double-V pigtails distribute the load 
of the line connections to the kite, mini-
mizing the risk of fatigue. This also makes 
the kite less prone to distortion and helps 
it to steer more smoothly.

THE FRAME
All North Kites are additionally held in 
shape with an extra durable band. Shape 
and arc stability are a must for long las-
ting performance. 

DACRON TRAILING EDGE
Several parts of our kites are made of 
high quality Teijin Dacron material. This 
remarkably durable material is used 
wherever high tension or applied load is 
found, e.g. the trailing edge or the wing 
tips.

GLUED ZIG-ZAG STITCHES
Every single seam is stitched with a 
zig-zag sewing technique. They are first 
glued then stitched. The result is clean, 
good-looking and highly durable stitch 
that assists in the stabilization of the 
whole kite.
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 KOOK PROOF CONNECTORS 

 SELF RESCuE HaNdLES 

 SHEETING FORCE  SEGmENTEd LEadING EdGE 

 NORTH Lazy PumP  aRamId REINFORCEmENTS 

 RELauNCH buNGEES 

 LOadEd 5TH LINE  SmaRT vaLvES 
north innovations 

The re-launch-bungees prevent any tangling or snagging of the rear 
lines on the kite’s wingtip during launch and water re-launch. The 
extra tension on the bungees also makes the kite easier to steer, 
even when depowered.

Since the invention of the segmented leading edge by Ken Winner 
in 2001, every leading kite brand has embraced it. A segmented LE 
makes it possible to design different arcs and shapes in the leading 
edge, depending on a kite’s intended use. Utilizing Dacron material 
this invention greatly increased performance and durbility.

The Anti-Snag-Concept avoids snagging of the lines anywhere 
on the kite by placing clean, low-profile dacron patches in all the 
necessary positions. Elements of the Anti-Snag-Concept include the 
batten pocket construction, the thin strut-ends and the re-launch 
bungees. 

   

Since the 2011 product generation, all kites have been delivered 
with a newly developed valve. It comes with a bomb-proof closure 
system with a sliding safety fastener and integrated deflator pin that 
is user friendly and highly effective. The material of the deflator and 
the valve has been refined to prevent any twisting or sliding. 

The loaded 5th line is a “nose line” with constant tension. 
This is responsible for reactive steering, powered as well 
as depowered and a crisp and direct bar feel. Only the 5th 
line system can guarantee 100% depower in less than one 
second when releasing the iroN heart.

The kook proof line connection points prevent accidents 
by guaranteeing that you cannot accidentally connect your 
lines incorrectly when rigging your kite.

The self-rescue handles on the inside of the wingtips can 
be easily found in case of an offshore break down. They 
provide a good, comfortable grip.

The tunable pigtails offer two different bar pressure set-
tings. Low bar pressure means less force on your arms and 
increased turning abilities of the kite. Higher bar pressure 
gives you crisp and direct feedback from your kite. 

The North Lazy Pump System allows you to pump the 
whole kite with just one valve. Safety clips on the connec-
ting tubes isolate the struts from the leading edge. The 
neoprene cap is simple and effective and every tube is 
fixed with a security clip to the valve. The security clips are 
easily removed in case of bladder repair.
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technoforce d2

d2 = durabilty X dynaMiC
approved by 
reno, 
Cesar, 
Mario 
and yuko

D2 = DURABILITY X DYNAMIC

All North Kiteboarding Kites are built using the highest 
quality Technoforce D2 material. Mean while in the third 
generation. D2 stands for Dynamic and Durability.
Over	the	past	years,	the	North	kiteboarding	R&D	team	
has been experimenting a lot with the exclusive Techno-
force D2 material and developing it closely together with 
the manufacturer Teijin, the worldwide market leader in 
canopy materials. Multiple tests of the past years have 
consistently proved the same results:

Technoforce D2 material offers:
—›  a 40% higher breaking strength
—› a 70% higher tearing strength
—› unique flying characteristics

The main advantage of Technoforce D2 is less broken 
kites due to a way higher durability than other canopy 
materials – even after years of heavy use. One main rea-
son for this is the unique coating system of D2.
Each individual thread is first coated before being woven 
together and then completely coated again, to create 
the final material. This ensures that even if the outer 
coating is beginning to wear thin after years of heavy 
use and UV exposure, the individual threads are still 
protected and the material remains crisp and durable. 
Technoforce D2 also features the unique double ripstop 
construction which mainly increases diagonal stiffness. 
Because of dynamic load transmissions placed on kites, 
stiffness has a massive influence on flying characteristics 
of kites. Practical tests have always shown better flying 
characteristics of kites with D2 compared to typical 
canopy cloth due to this higher diagonal stiffness. And 
anybody can feel it straight away. The stiffer structure of 
the entire kite geometry ensures that all kites feel more 
solid, crispy and react immediately on steering com-
mands. Work transmissions working on 3 dimensional 
bodies are varying, besides warp and weft the stiffness 
has a massive influence on the flying characteristics of 
a kite. Due to the unique double ripstop construction, 
Technoforce D2 offers a significant higher stiffness con-
cerning diagonal stiffness then common clothing. This is 
the key to the stiffer structure of the whole kite geome-
try and this is the reason why all kites feels more solid, 
crispy and react immediately on steering commands.
All North Kiteboarding Kites are built with Technoforce 
D2 material. There’s simply no better choice of canopy 
material.
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5th
eleMent

safety
Whether you ride unhooked, spin, try a water re-
launch for the first time or practice a handle pass, 
all maneuvers, including the latest tricks, can now 
be performed with the safety leash of the 5th Ele-
ment. As soon as you pull the Iron Heart or let go of 
the bar it slides up the safety line. The kite is then 
completely de-powered and comes down without 
twisting the lines. 

relaunch
The 5th Element allows you to re-launch the Vegas 
without having to swim towards the kite. From the 
nose down position, simply pull the 5th line towards 
you to get the kite to tip onto it’s back while simulta-
neously pulling one back line. The kite will make it’s 
way to the edge of the window and take off. The 5th 

Element   5th element
In its fifth year, North Kiteboarding’s 5th Element has 
been thoroughly redesigned for even more effective 
safety release functions. The reworked IronHeart and 
Safety Leash require lower release forces and are 
now more functional even in sandy and wet salt-wa-
ter conditions. The new Sliding Stopper and Stopper-
ball with the double depower line ensure a perfect 
hold of the bar in all situations. The smaller and ligh-
ter VarioCleat helps you to adjust the bar fast and 
easy	for	a	perfect	fit.	Riders	of	all	levels,	from	pros	to	

newcomers, will benefit from the advantages of the 
new 2011 5th Element bar setup.

loaded 5th line
The	Rebel	is	a	loaded	5th	Line	kite	meaning	that	it	
flies with constant tension on the 5th line. This makes 
the	Rebel	incredibly	direct	when	sheeting	in	and	out	
and gives it a con-sistently solid and steady bar feel.

 the 5th element is still the safest 
 safety system in kiteboarding.
 no other system works as reliable, fast and safe.
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adaPtiVe 
tiPs

red outline - tip 2011
below - New square tip

 option 1 
 light sheeting force setting 

 option 2 
 hard sheeting force setting 

 option 1 
 light sheeting force setting / Position b 

—› light bar load
—› kite reacts faster to turning impulse
—› kite turns tighter
—› smooth kite loops
—› softer power development

In	2012,	Rebel,	Evo	and	Fuse	will	feature	the	new	“Adaptive	Tip”.	

In recent years, there has been a trend leaning towards more 

reactive kites with even lighter sheeting forces than in the past. 

Such kites are really comfortable, lively for wave riding and 

offer more forgiving kite loops because they pivot around the 

wingtip. However, comparison tests have shown that our team 

riders and testers actually prefer kites with a harder bar feel 

because they offer better feedback, precise steering and more 

dynamic turning, which in turn creates more power.

The new “Adaptive Tip” allows users to easily change the 

sheeting force and turning performance through a simple back 

pigtail adjustment, allowing you to customize your kite to your 

desired style and feel:

—› heavier bar load
—› more precise steering
—› more kite feedback
—› powerful, dynamic turning
—› better jumping
—› aggressive kite loops

 option 2 
 hard sheeting force setting / Position a 
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 loop ability 

 pop 

 c-kite feeling 

 comfort 

 hang time 

 depower ability  

 sheet and go 

 stability 

 steering when depowered  

 reactive steering 

 low end 

 upwind ability 
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available
august

2011

REBEL 2012 WINDRANGE AR PROJECTED
    AREA
 5 21-40 4.9 3.3 

 6 19-38 5.0 3.9 

 7 17-36 5.0 4.5 

 8 16-34 5.0 5.1 

 9 15-32 5.0 5.6 

 10 14-30 5.0 6.2 

 11 13-29 5.0 6.9 

 12 12-27 5.0 7.5 

 13 12-25 5.0 8.2 

 14 11-23 5.1 8.6 

rebel
5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11 / 12 / 13 / 14 

 - Freeride/Wave 
 - Loaded 5th Line 
 - New Square Tips 
 - Tunable Bar Pressure 

The	2012	Rebel	remains	North’s	flagship	kite,	com-
bining all the ingredients you need to cover a huge 
wind-range, rip apart any size surf, boost huge airs 
and ride comfortably in nearly all conditions. It is 
quite simply our best interpretation of what a modern 
free-ride/wave	kite	should	be	and	it’s	really	no	myste-
ry	why	the	Rebel	is	the most sold kite ever. 
The	2012	Rebel	remains	a	loaded	5th	line	kite,	offering	
its most acclaimed performance attributes like a short 
bar stroke, crisp, direct feeling, rock solid stability in 
all conditions, and it’s unique ability to steer while 
de-powered. The new square wingtip design maximi-
zes the effective tip area, makes the tips less prone to 
distortion and fluttering while steering and gives the 
Rebel	its	new	stylish	and	modern	appeal.	Super	clean	
tip panels account for greatly improved, ultra smooth 
turning and easy handling that remains smooth even 
in over-powered conditions. Size-specific tuning 
ensures that the big sizes feel crisp and lively and the 
small sizes feel forgiving even in blistering wind. The 
Rebel	also	features	a	simple	back-line	adjustment	to	
tune it for greater or lesser bar pressure to suit your 

desired	feel.	As	with	all	North	kites,	the	2012	Rebel	is	
built to last utilizing our proven construction methods 
and the highest quality materials like our exclusive
Teijin D2 canopy fabric.

Art. No.: 44120-3000
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 hard sheeting ForCe setting / Position a 

high bar pressure, more athletic, direct feedback

 light sheeting ForCe setting / Position b 

low bar pressure, easier turNiNg, less kite feedback

rebel 
technology

steeriNg area affected steeriNg area affected 

powered area affected 

powered area affected 

steeriNg area 

Not affected 

steeriNg area 

Not affected 

 das Power- und steuerVerhalten bei kite dePowered 

dePowerte 5 strut konstruktion: 

ProFil Fällt iM Power- und steuerbereiCh ein.

dePowerte 4 strut Plus Floating strut konstruktion: 

ProFil Fällt nur iM PowerbereiCh ein.

 Power- and steering ability when dePowered 

dePowered 5 strut ConstruCtion: 

CanoPy CollaPses in Power and steering area.

dePowered 4 strut Plus Floating strut ConstruCtion: 

ProFile CollaPses only in Power area.
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by Ken Winner

 was ändert siCh und waruM 

 was bleibt gleiCh und waruM 

what‘s diFFerent and why 

smoother feel
Every year we try to reduce undesirable luffing and flut-
tering	in	the	Rebel	and	this	year	we	have	made	a	further	
step in that direction, mainly achieved through fine-tuning 
of canopy profile. We also moved the quarter struts slight-
ly farther toward the tips so as to increase the central 
„power“ area of the kite and reduce the size of the side 

panels, the panels prone to luffing in a turn. 
Luffing and fluttering occurs most when a kite is over-
powered, or when it is turning tightly. In both cases, the 
feeling	of	the	bar	is	one	of	vibration	and	imprecision.	Re-
ducing luff and flutter gives the bar a smoother and more 
precise feel.

square tip
The square tip has the potential to make the tip surface 
area a little more effective and, if done correctly, less pro-
ne to unwanted distortion from steering forces.
The risk of the square tip is that the canopy fabric can be 
less tightly controlled and can luff and flap more. We have 
paid particular attention to this issue and ensured a clean 
canopy shape in this area.

tunable bar pressure
As	with	the	2011	Fuse,	the	2012	Rebel	features	an	ad-
justment in the back line bridle that permits the rider to 
opt for greater or lesser bar pressure. Low bar pressure 
reduces strain on arms and makes turn initiation easier, 
but gives less feedback about kite position and load con-
dition. Higher bar pressure is a little more athletic and is 
often preferred by more experienced riders.

power vs. depower
Recent	Rebel	designs	have	had	a	lot	of	power.	In	2011	we	
refined canopy profiles and angle of attack to improve 
depower, and for 2012 we have carried this process a step 
further to give a bit more depower without hurting power.

turning speed
Owing to an adjustment in canopy shape between tip and 
quarter struts, there‘s less luffing and fluttering near the 
tips in a turn, so turning speed after the initiation phase is 
faster and smoother.

speed
Though	the	Rebel	has	been	competitive	in	races	over	the	
last few years, it really is a wave and all-around kite and 
pretty much none of the testing for the 2012 model invol-
ved race boards. That said, the canopy profile changes 
made	in	sizes	8	and	smaller	of	the	2012	Rebel	make	those	
sizes faster and better for racing than they were in previ-
ous years. Sizes 9 and larger remain quick but not really 
suitable for racing upwind.

small sizes
We‘ve	gone	for	a	bit	more	depower	in	sizes	6	to	8	by	
changing the canopy profile to a more draft-forward sha-
pe. This change makes the small sizes absorb gusts better 
and gives them a less aggressive feel. They‘re still quick 
and responsive. Just not harsh and unforgiving.

New arc in 5 meter
With the 5-meter we intentionally designed the leading 
edge arc to not match the trailing edge arc. This mis-
match would be undesirable in a large kite, as it would 
lead to inefficiency and a mushy feel. However, since small 
kites like a 5-meter tend to feel too crisp and unforgiving, 
the arc mismatch is appropriate.

what‘s the saMe and why  

5 lines
The	Rebel	remains	a	5-line	kite,	of	course,	all	for	all	the	usual	
reasons: 
1 Short depower stroke and crisp feel. Anyone who rides 

waves or has short arms or just likes a responsive kite can 
appreciate the importance of achieving full depower with 
a minimal movement of the control bar.

2 Super stability. If it weren‘t so easy to keep in the air you‘d 
be forgiven for thinking it‘s made of rock. 

3 Easy relaunch in light winds. Even riders who like four-line 
kites often add a fifth line to make relaunch possible in 
super-light wind. 

4 Safety. When you need to get total, complete and perfect 
depower in half a second, nothing else works as well as a 

5th line. 

size-specific tuning
1 Sizes 10 to 14 have been tuned for short bar stroke and a 

maximally crisp feel. 
2 Sizes 5 to 8, which naturally tend to be a bit too crisp and 

responsive, have been tuned for a crispness and responsi-
veness that‘s just right. Not soft and slow; not uncomfor-
tably harsh and fast. 

3 9-meter kites can go either way, a bit slow and soft or a 
bit fast and harsh. We spent some time tuning this one 
for what we think is just the right feel in a wave and all-

around kite.

tolerant of low inflation
Rebels	work	best	when	inflated	to	6psi	but	still	work	fine	at	
5 or 4psi. By contrast, many kites on the market these days 
need 8 or 10 psi to fly correctly.

segmentation, rib configuration
Aspects	of	the	Rebel‘s	overall	geometry	have	not	changed.	
There are still five struts, with the center strut being a floa-
ting strut for momentary depower and luffability. Segmenta-
tion is much the same from tip strut to tip strut.
Multiple segments through the center of the canopy give 
good profile fidelity, while one straight segment on each 
side gives a flat profile where it can do the most good in 
resisting unwanted luffing and flutter. Five struts give nee-
ded structure while allowing for good performance at low 
inflation pressures.

leading edge diameter
We kept the overall LE diameters fairly large right out 
through the tips to ensure rock-solid stability and toleran-
ce of low inflation pressures. The new square tip is more 
tolerant of low pressure than the old one, so we could have 
reduced tip LE diameter a bit, but chose not to in the inte-
rest of ensuring stability and reliability.
The	Rebel	is	an	all-around	and	wave	kite,	so	there‘s	no	need	
to try to minimize diameters at the expense of convenience, 
stability and easy relaunch.

aspect ratio
The	Rebel	retains	the	moderate	aspect	ratio	befitting	an	all-
around kite.
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available
september

2011

Vegas
5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10  / 12  / 14 

VEGAs 2012 WINDRANGE AR PROJECTED
    AREA
 5 20-40 5.9 2.7 

 6 19-37 5.8 3.7 

 7 18-34 5.7 3.7 

 8 17-33 5.6 4.8 

 9 16-31 5.5 4.9 

 10 14-28 5.5 5.5 

 12 13-25 5.5 6.6 

 14 12-23 5.8 7.6 

- C-Shape Kite 
 - Optional Modes: Wakestyle/NewSchool - Freeride setting 
 - direct steering 

The 2012 Vegas reinforces its legacy as an incredibly 
versatile C-shape kite, integrating uncompromised 
new-school/wake	attributes	with	free-ride	com-
fort. The key to the Vegas’ versatility lies in a sim-
ple adjustment on the kite’s wingtip, offering three 
varied settings with the quick switch of a knot. These 
settings have been tuned to offer three very distinct 
modes to suit your preferred riding style.  
The standard free-ride setting offers everything you 
would expect from a free-ride kite like loads of de-
power, responsive steering and predictable handling. 
The second setting is ideal for taking your first steps 
into freestyle, offering noticeably harder bar pressure 
providing more accurate kite feedback and making 
steering slightly less responsive to practice unhooked 
tricks. The third option converts the Vegas into a full-
blooded	new-school/wake	machine	that	sits	deeper	

in the wind window and delivers consistent pull with 
a very limited de-power stroke. This is the preferred 
setting of our core freestyle team and allows you to 
do the most powerful kite-loops and offers the most 
explosive pop for powered new-school and wake 
tricks.

Art. No.: 44120-3001 
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powered

NOTE: VEgAS 12M + 14M 
DOES NOT HAVE A BACK 
PIgTAIL a!
PLEASE USE BACK PIgTAIL 
b INSTEAD!

Vegas
technology

2. _new sChool setuP 

1. _Freestyle high dePower setuP 

depowered

depoweredpowered

 Front Pigtail Position a 

high depower

baCk Pigtail Position b 

fast turNiNg speed, No delay

 Front Pigtail Position b 

less depower, more pop, uNhooked less drag iN the air

baCk Pigtail Position a 

more delay, less respoNsiVe

Front-/baCkline Power distribution 

Riding	fully	powered	in	freestyle	mode,	the	power	is	distri-
buted	on	the	lines	60%	to	the	front	and	40%	at	the	back.
You need a lower steering impulse to make the kite turn 
fast.	Riding	fully	powered	in	Newschool	mode,	the	power	
is distributed on the lines 75% to the front and just 25% to 

the back. The backlines are less sensitive and smoother 
when doing unhooked maneuvers. To achieve the same 
turning, you need more impulse in Newschool mode than in 
Freestyle mode.

DO	NOT	REmOVE
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Vegas
development
2011–2012

by Ralf Grösel

 Vegas 2012 

The Vegas is probably the most sold C-kite 
on the kite market ever. The unique fan com-
munity is curious and thankful for continuity 
in development. If major changes would be 
done, it could happen that some tricks would 
have to be nearly learned again. So there’s a 
small and gentle way of optimizing the Vegas. 
Which of course means, you’ll get a better kite 
in any case summa sumarum. There are loads of 
parameters, which can be changed in different 
positive directions.
This year, it’s especially the profile and the ca-
nopy tension which could be redefined. Both in 
combination are responsible for the subjective 
handling, hard or soft bar pressure and steering 
forces and linear or progressive steering impul-
ses. A major point was to further develop the 
Vegas for all team riders all over the world, not 
losing the focus on the Vegas fan community.
The result is a perfect kite for all new school 
tricks, which fascinating potential for all other 

disciplines. But especially the sizes 5 to 8qm 
are perfectly suited to the needs of freestyle 
rockers. This time, the difference between the 
setting new school and freeride is as different 
as two kites could be. Even under hardest con-
ditions, especially the smallest sizes are super 
stable, precise and predictable, especially with 
the new school setting, ideal to push the limits 
in all conditions. Possible became these refi-
nements through different profiles and tension 
of the canopy material and a completely new 
positioning of the adjustment points. Maybe the 
greatest strength of the Vegas is these days it’s 
versatility. Due to the separation of Freeride and 
Newschool, the Vegas shows two completely 
different faces, without being too extreme in 
one or the other direction. grown up over the 
years, the name Vegas implants already a spe-
cial myth in the brain of the rider, still surprises 
every year with new gimmicks and performance 
advancements.

 - loads of redefined details 
 - modified profile for less pressure after unhooked mooves 
 - modified canopy tensions for optimized handling abilities 
 - all sizes offer the same feel 
 - additional sizes 6 and 8qm, to fulfill all needs and preferences
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available
december

2011

eVo
4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11 / 12 / 13 / 14 

EVO 2012 WINDRANGE AR PROJECTED
    AREA
 4 tba tba tba 

 5 tba tba tba 

 6 tba tba tba 

 7 tba tba tba 

 8 tba tba tba 

 9 tba tba tba 

 10 tba tba tba 

 11 tba tba tba 

 12 tba tba tba 

 13 tba tba tba 

 14 tba tba tba 

 - Freeride/Wave/Newschool 
 - 4 or 5 line 
 - C-oriented feel 
 - Smooth and predictable 

The Evo is quite possibly the most versatile kite in 
the North range; a crossover kite that performs as 
well in the surf as it does for unhooking and throwing 
the latest new-school tricks. Smooth, predictable 
power delivery and steady C-like bar feel invite you 
to unhook and push your new-school moves to the 
next level, throw massive kite loops or boost big airs. 
The Evo also offers excellent de-power ability and 
quick, predictable turning and drift ideal for the more 
surf-minded kiters. Whatever the day brings, you will 
always be prepared to take advantage of the condi-
tions. Whether you’re into stomping freestyle tricks, 
shredding waves, jumping, cruising or all of the above, 
the Evo’s got you covered.
Evo 4 due to technical advantages without Lazy 
Pump.
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available
march

2012

Fuse
5  / 7  / 9 / 10  / 12 / 14 

neo
5 / 7 / 9 / 10 / 12 / 14 

available
february

2012

FUsE 2012 WINDRANGE AR PROJECTED
    AREA
 5 tba tba tba 

 7 tba tba tba 

 9 tba tba tba 

 10 tba tba tba 

 12 tba tba tba 

 14 tba tba tba 

NEO 2012 WINDRANGE AR PROJECTED
    AREA
 5 tba tba tba 

 7 tba tba tba 

 9 tba tba tba 

 10 tba tba tba 

 12 tba tba tba 

 14 tba tba tba 

 - Freeride / Wave / Race abilities 
 - huge wind range 
 - good and easy too reach low end 
 - reactive steering – especially when depowered 
 - 4/5 line option 

The Fuse is already in his 3rd generation and setting bench-
marks	in	4	line	kite	performance.	It‘s	a	dedicated	free-ride/
wave kite that is sparking the future of 4 line performance 
every year. The Fuse is a easy kite for freeriding and waves 
with a huge wind range, light, predictable feel and great 
jumping qualities. Its unique and simple Attack Control 
Bridle gives the Fuse smooth, reactive steering that is espe-
cially evident when de-powered, making it a huge step for-
ward in terms of manoeuvrability and directness on 4 lines. 
Additionally, the  Bridle gives you the ability to safely and 
completely de-power the Fuse on its back, similar to a 5 
line system, just a little bit slower. Easily accessible low-end 
power and extreme resistance to back-stalling gives the 
Fuse great light wind capabilities while the AC Bridle ensu-
res direct de-power and a crisp bar feeling even in strong 
winds, with easy push and pull power. The Fuse is built to 
last, still utilizing the Techno Force canopy material D², 
which was first used ever with the first product generation 
of the Fuse. Lazy pump simplicity will get you on the water 
quickly and easily when it counts. To ensure a 100% safety 
solution the Fuse can also be flown on the 5th Element if 
desired. It‘s your choice.

The 2012 Neo is a performance free ride kite that com-
bines elements of the Evo, like smooth and predictable 
power development, with the simplicity of three struts 
into a stylish all-round package. The Neo’s short, round 
shape and pivotal turning makes it the perfect tool for 
tight, compact kite-loops. The reduced weight of three 

struts “drifts” well down the line providing excellent 
park-and-ride surfing. The Neo can be ridden on 4 or 
5 lines and is ideal as a first kite or as a tool for riders 
with a keen eye on simplicity and ease of use. Super 
durable and made with our highest quality materials 
and construction methods, the Neo is built to last.

 - 3 Strut Kite 
 - Allround/Freeride 
 - 4 oder 5 Lines 
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dyno
TBA

3.5 / 5.5 / 7.5

buzz

BUZZ 2012 WINDRANGE AR PROJECTED
    AREA
 3.5 22-50 4.3 2.0 

 4.5 20-45 4.3 3.2 

 5.5 18-40 4.3 4.2 

DYNO 2012 WINDRANGE AR PROJECTED
    AREA
 tba tba tba tba 

 tba tba tba tba 

available
march

2012

The Dyno stretches the boundaries of what was 
thought to be possible in a light wind inflatable kite. 
Utilizing the highest quality lightweight fabrics the 
Dyno’s specialized construction allows it to fly in 
super light wind and create more efficient power than 
a heavier kite of equal size. The Dyno’s optimized ca-
nopy profile offers unparalleled upwind performance 
and superior low-end grunt for steady and predicta-
ble parked power that carries you through wind lulls. 
Besides it’s impressive light wind abilities many of 
Dyno’s free-ride attributes, like steady bar feel, quick 
turning and generous depower, also happen to make 
it the number one choice for our world cup race team. 
With multiple world championship race titles to its 
name, the Dyno is clearly a highly competitive course-
racing kite, but it is also equally at home free-riding 
and boosting huge jumps.

The Buzz is a proven leader at the entry level and the pro-
duct of years of refinement based on feedback from kite 
schools across the globe. The Buzz is made of the highest 
quality and most indestructible materials available and is 
specifically designed to withstand the rigors of repetitive 
use and abuse placed on kites in a school environment. An 
ultra-stable profile shape produces soft and steady power 
development that prevents the Buzz from surging overhead 

making it controllable and predictable even in gusty wind. 
The Buzz also features auto re-launch, allowing for simple 
hands-free water re-launch to get you back up and riding 
quickly after a crash so you can keep progressing.

Art. No.: 44110-3002

 - School kite 
 - Super durable 
 - Auto re-launch 
 - Easy and predictable 

 - ultimate lightwind machine 
 - lightweight construction 
 - durable materials 
 - smooth and crisp barfeedback 
 - fast turning 
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LIZARD 2012 WINDRANGE AR PROJECTED
    AREA
 1.8 2-21 - - 

 2.5 2-16 - - 

lizard
1.8 / 2.5

solid
4 / 6 / 9

sOLID 2012 WINDRANGE AR PROJECTED
    AREA
 4 16-33 4.0 3.0 

 6 12-26 4.0 4.5 

 9 7-19 4.0 6.8 

 - RAM-AIR-KITE 
 - Training Kite 
 - Super durable 

North Trainer Kites are since many years available in two dif-
ferent sizes. The Lizard 1.8 and the Lizard 2.5 offer a safe and 
enjoyable way for beginners to learn the basics of the sport. 
The	Ram	Air	Construction	makes	the	trainer	kites	very	dura-
ble and foolproof to handle. The new internal construction 
supports the cross spots and make the kites bullet proof. The 
kite’s exact and direct reaction to steering impulses helps 
newcomers to acquire all the flying know-how necessary 

for kiteboarding. The two line kites are supplied with a 50 
cm wide, rubber coated aluminum bar. Just like the original 
North bars, it has winding posts for fast and tangle-free win-
ding.	The	Ram	Air	kites	come	ready	to	fly,	will	take	no	time	to	
set up and pack up small. get into it.

Art. No.: 44090-3010 

 - Entry to intermediate level 
 - Very robust construction 
 - 5th Element-like pressureless Safety System 
 - Unsurpassed stability in the sky 
 - Easy launching 
 - Vario Trim 

Since years the Solid is showing its advantages in his spec-
tacular niche. The “5th elemeNt-like pressureless sa-
fety system” continues to be the most important feature 
of the Solid. In addition to the regular landing and relaunch 
option, this system offers perfect safety functions: releasing 
the 5th Element safety line pulls down the kite’s central pro-
file, causing the rest of the kite to collapse backwards. The 
wind meets no resistance and the depowered kite sinks to 
the ground. 
Together with improved profile and bridle geometries we 
again optimized the flying properties of the various sizes. 

The smaller sizes have more harmonious flying characteris-
tics and permit an absolutely stress free kiting experience, 
particularly for newcomers and intermediate riders. The Vario 
Trim option allows the rider to adjust the kite to personal 
preferences. The Solid is a true fun kite. With its easy and 
forgiving flying characteristics, together with a wide wind 
range and the safety of the 5th Element, the Solid combines 
reliability, easy handling and performance.

Art. No.: 44100-3010
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nkb trust bar 
2012
 enJoy, ride, heart beat 

TRUST BAR SPARE PARTS VARIANTE  

44120-3200 NTH - Trust Bar - 5th Element -.20
44120-3200 NTH - Trust Bar - 5th Element -.25
44120-3200 NTH - Trust Bar - 5th Element -.32
44120-3201 NTH - Trust Bar - quad control -.19
44120-3201 NTH - Trust Bar - quad control -.24
44120-3201 NTH - Trust Bar - quad control -.31
44120-8050	 NTH	-	Kitebar	w/o	lines	blue	 -.0
44120-8050	 NTH	-	Kitebar	w/o	lines	grey	 -.0
44110-8032 NTH - Extension line set 2,5m f.5th Element -.2,5
44110-8033 NTH - Extension line set 2,5m f.Quad Control -.2,5
44110-8035	 NTH	-	5th	Element	back	lines	(pair)	 -.20
    -.25
44110-8036	 NTH	-	5th	Element	front	lines	(pair)	 -.0
44100-8039	 NTH	-	5th	Element	grey	strong	middle	line	(pair)	 -.20
    -.25
44110-8038	 NTH	-	Red	Line	f.	5th	Element	 -.0
44100-8041 NTH - Safety front line above Y with 2mm Dyneema line -.0
44100-8042 NTH - Safety front line under the Y -.20
    -.25
44110-8046	 NTH	-	Red	Safety	line	f.	trust	bar	quad	control	 -.0
44110-8047 NTH - Quad Control pair of back lines -.19
    -.24
44110-8048 NTH - Quad Control pair of front lines -.19
    -.24
44100-8048	 NTH	-	Quad	Control	white	strong	middle	line	(for	both)	 -.0

The NKB Trust bar 5th Element is the most progressive and 
effective tool to steer your kite and comes equipped with the 
most	functional	safety	system	in	kiting,	the	IRON	HEART	IV.	
The Iron heart IV fulfills the challenging French safety norm 
and offers the best possible safety even in the most extreme 
conditions. The release forces are remarkably low, providing the 
highest level of safety in emergency situations. For 2012, the 
entire bar has been completely re-designed, without losing pro-

ven features like the roto-head, the sliding stopper with stopper 
ball and adjustable winding posts. The small and lightweight 
vario cleat helps to adjust the Trust Bar in any situation quickly 
and easily. The new upgraded ergonomic bar grip improves 
comfort and all features of the 2012 Trust Bar are redefined with 
an aim on the highest functionality and easiest handling, even in 
challenging circumstances.

The Quad control system is a 4-line system that has all 
the same safety release functions as the 5 line, bar but 
without the 100% depower safety of the 5th Element. 
All other features besides the 5th Element are included 
in the Quad Bar.
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bar Features
iron heart iV  

French Norm 2012

The following release systems integrated 
in the North Trust bar continue to fulfill all 
requirements of the French norm for 2012:

-	 The	quick	release	system	of	the	bar	(Iron		
	 Heart)	
- The quick release that separates the rider  
	 completely	from	the	kite	(safety	leash).

Both safety systems are tested in various 
media and the release force must not 
exceed	100N	(9.8Kg).	The	actual	release	
process of both systems must not exceed 
0.5sec. The transition from riding position to 
release	(reaching	for	the	Iron	Heart	or	safety	
leash from riding position with both hands 

on	the	bar)	must	not	exceed	2sec.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
The grips of the release system must be red 
and the direction of release must be indica-
ted. The release grips must be easy to reach.
Furthermore, the Iron Heart must resist a 
load of 300kg without deformation and 
without losing functionality. The same 
applies to the safety leash with a load of 
150kg. The system is tested in the worst 
sandy and salty conditions.
Sadly, many available systems on the market 
are unable to fulfill the requirements of this 
norm!

The Iron Heart IV is once again the benchmark against 
which all other safety systems will be measured. The light, 
robust stainless steel and strong plastic construction is 
the most reliable on the market. The release force of the 
system is remarkably low; dry and sand free, a force of 
just 4kg is needed at a trailing load of 200kg to release 
the system. In sandy and salty conditions the release 

force is just 7kg at a trailing load of 200kg. The grip of the 
Iron Heart IV is centered and ergonomically formed so it 
can be used intuitively with your right or left hand. The 
reverse release pin is designed to prevent it from hitting 
your hand and is easy to reload after a release. The color 
of the Iron Heart IV makes it easy to see in emergency 
situations.

REVERSE RELEASE PIN
The heart of the iroN heart iV is the reverse release pin and one of the keys 
of the intelligent release mechanism. Unlike other safety systems, it hinges to the 
inside to protect your hands. The incredibly low release forces are a direct result of 
the reverse release pin.

STANDARD / SUICIDE MODE
With every 2012 North Kiteboarding Bar, there is a choice between the standard 
safety mode and an easy to mount “suicide” mode. Only very experienced riders 
with special needs should use the suicide mode.
Attention: Only the standard safety mode offers 100% safety. We recommend to 
always	use	the	standard	safety	mode.	Riders	who	use	the	suicide	mode	should	be	
aware and responsible for of the possible resulting consequences! 

ROTO HEAD
Following moves involving rotations or kiteloops, the roto head allows you to 
unspin lines quickly and easily. It is important to ensure a full safety function of the 
release system in any situation and this intelligent detail makes kiteboarding a bit 
more comfortable and safe. 

AUTO POSITIONING
The high quality metal head automatically re-aligns with the bar’s center hole 
allowing you to easily hook back in after unhooked moves.

FLIP FLOP CHICKEN DIG
The Flip Flop Chicken Dick can be adjusted to the on or off position if desired. 
The tension of the adjustment can be chosen by rotating the iron heart.

EASY REASSEMBLING
The entire system is easy to reassemble following a release. 

LIGHT CONSTRUCTION
The construction is optimized in weight and built out of long lasting, high quality 
materials. The blend of quality construction meets the highest worldwide quality 
standards.
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bar Features
ONE 4 ALL
Adjustable	bar	ends	give	you	two	different	bar	widths	-	46	and	55	cm.	
The bar is suitable for all kite sizes.

METAL CENTER PART
The newly developed shape of the metal center hole reduces friction 
on the lines and provides easy sheeting with less abrasion.
The new shape of the center hole ensures that the iron heart or the 
stopper ball cannot damage the grip.  
When unhooking, the metal center hole is responsible for correcting 
the alignment of the Iron Heart III making it easy to hook back in. 

SAFETY LEASH
The new North Safety Leash 2012 is perfect for any type of kite and 
rider. This leash offers the lowest release forces in any conditions. 
In emergency situations the leash can be released through a safety 
mechanism. The whole system meets the requirements of the French 
Norm. 
The 2012 leash is delivered with a newly developed karabiner, holding 
loads up to 250kg. This high quality makes the karabiner the ideal 
solution for the suicide mode of the iron heart. A neoprene sleeve with 
plastic slider avoids accidental hooking.

STICKY & ERGONOMIC BAR GRIP
The new embossed grip is exclusively developed for North Kiteboar-
ding to ensure a firm grip and the highest riding comfort. 
The all-over embossing gives you a softer feel of the EVA, but is still 
very durable. The result is an even stickier grip in all situations. 

FREE SLIDING STOPPER UND STOPPER BALL
The Sliding Stopper and Stopper Ball permit you to adjust the 
depower lines on the water. Particularly in light wind conditions you 
will be more comfortable if you do not have to constantly hold the 
weight of the bar. It has two different settings for more and for less 
traction. To change the settings, it is easily adjusted by removing the 
ball from the depower lines, turning around the ball and reassemb-
ling it. 
The Sliding Stopper Ball also reduces wear on the depower lines. 
Caution: since this system is able to reduce the kites maximum 
depower, it should only be used on the water and at a safe distance 
from dangerous objects. The Free Sliding Stopper is easy to operate 
with one hand.

MICRO HOOK/MICRO LOOP
To activate this bar feature, you need the Micro Hook upgrade kit. 
The	micro	Hook	system	allows	you	to	ride	“fixed”	(permanently	
hooked	in).	This	setup	transfers	a	larger	percentage	of	the	load	to	
the harness and reduces arm fatigue. To connect or disconnect, pull 
the bar towards you and twist it. The Fix Loop is placed at an angle 
that makes accidental hooking difficult. The Dyneema line const-
ruction is very durable. In case of emergency simply pull the quick 
release mechanism at the iron heart and the kite will depower.  

VARIO CLEAT / POWER ADJUSTER
North’s Vario Cleat offers an easy and precise way to control the 
kite’s power. The adjuster can be positioned anywhere on the depo-
wer line and allows you to customize the bar stroke to your desired 
length. The trim loop is attached to the stopper ball with Velcro to 
prevent flopping and wrapping of the loose end while riding.

SOFT WINDER
The soft winder with protective rubber coating at the bar ends re-
duces the risk of injuries and protects the lines. The separate rubber 
bungee prevents accidental unwinding for clean storage.

WEBBING ADJUSTER
The webbing adjuster makes it easy to individually adjust the kite’s 
power. For minimum effort the adjuster is always pulled downwards,
both for increasing and decreasing power.
Pulling the lower loop reduces the kite’s power, while pulling the 
upper red ring conveniently increases power step by step. Available 
as sparepart.
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dyneema close up shot

dyneeMa Flying lines
After many years of experience and countless tests, many 
riders, schools and product designers are highly confident in 
our well-proven flying lines. Compared to conventional lines, 
the woven-in Mono film provides a memory effect, which 
returns the line to its original form.

the adVaNtages are:
the line does not always buckle or crease at the same place. It 
is easier to walk out prior to connecting. An additional bonus 
is	the	increased	breaking	strength	at	310daN	(304kg).
To ensure correct connection, colored Mono film is woven into 
the lines. In combination with the kook proof connectors, it is 
nearly impossible to connect lines to the incorrect attachment 
point.

TRUST BAR 2012 TECH SPECS:
· Dyneema lines
· breaking strength of 300 kg
· diameter 1,45 mm
· Mono film with Memory-Effect
· Made by Teufelberger

FEATURES:
· maximum comfort
· good dampening
· high stiffness 
· durability
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nkb trust bar 2012
world CuP edition 

available
september

2011

Pbo Flying lines 
CoMPete 
raCe 
adrenaline 

WCE BAR SPARE PARTS VARIANTE 

44120-3202 NTH - Trust Bar - 5th Element World Cup Edition -.20  
44120-3202 NTH - Trust Bar - 5th Element World Cup Edition -.25  
44120-3202 NTH - Trust Bar - 5th Element World Cup Edition -.32  
44120-3203 NTH - Trust Bar - quad control World Cup Edition -.19  
44120-3203 NTH - Trust Bar - quad control World Cup Edition -.24  
44120-3203 NTH - Trust Bar - quad control World Cup Edition -.31  
44120-8040 NTH - Line Set 5th Element PBO -.20  
44120-8040 NTH - Line Set 5th Element PBO -.25  
44120-8040 NTH - Line Set 5th Element PBO -.32  
44120-8041 NTH - Line Set Quad Control PBO -.19  
44120-8041 NTH - Line Set Quad Control PBO -.24  
44120-8041  NTH - Line Set Quad Control PBO -.31  
44120-8042 NTH - Extension line set 2,5m f.5th Element PBO   
44120-8043 NTH - Extension line set 2,5m f.Quad control PBO   

Some main advantages of pbo compared to normal kite lines are 
the higher breaking strength, less tension and higher resistance to 
temperature while also being lighter.
But the main advantage is the minimal irreversible tension. Even 
during the most radical freestyle maneuvers, cutbacks or racing in 
high winds, the line will not lengthen at all. The highest precision in 

steering is guaranteed in any situation. To achieve these advanta-
ges, the line may offer less comfort and might be too aggressive for 
some riders, which is why we recommend the Worldcup Edition for 
professional use and professional kiters who are searching for the 
ultimate bar feeling.

One result of continuous development is the trust bar 
2012 world cup editioN. This bar, as the name implies, 
was developed to suit the precise demands of our pro team 
riders,	whether	in	Race,	Wave	or	New	School.	
For the first time ever this bar utilizes pbo	(Polybenzobisoxa-
zol)	line,	which	has	been	thoroughly	tested	at	the	America’s	
Cup. PBO line is lightweight, strong and resistant to extreme 
changes in temperature and over several months in harshest 
conditions, shows it’s worth with minimal stretch and lasting 
durability. 
All main features of the trust bar are also included in the 
World Cup Edition Bar. A comparison of the two bar sys-
tems can be made by comparing a formula 1 car and a luxury 
limousine. The formula car has hard, very direct steering and 

is slight but uncomfortable and as a result not the best choice 
for daily use. The limousine has its strengths especially in 
comfort in daily use. You can drive to go shopping with the 
race car and on the race track with the limousine, but this is 
not the intended use. The same goes for the two bars. The 
Trust Bar 2012 offers a maximum of comfort and user friend-
liness with well-proven performance even in the harshest, 
gustiest conditions. 
The World Cup Edition on the other hand is the ultimate 
contest bar; super direct and precise bar feel and steering. Of 
course both bars set the benchmark in safety, so the only real 
disadvantage of the 2012 Trust Bars is that you need to decide 
which one is right for you!

TRUST BAR 2012 WORLD CUP EDITION 
TECH SPECS: 
· PBO lines
· breaking strength 300kg
· diameter 1,20 mm
· no irreversible elongation!
· low weight
· Made by Teufelberger

FEATURES:
· most direct steering
· maximum bar feel
· made to win
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twin tiP
boardFinder 
2012

sELECT TEAMsERIEs GAMBLER JAIME X-RIDE  sOLEIL GONZALEs sPIKE

 plaNNiNg power 

 speed 

 up wiNd 

 comfort 

 coNtrol 

 pop 

 carViNg 

o.k.

good

Very good

best
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bottoM
ConCePts 
2012

 V bottoM 
 X-ride, soleil, sPike
 Mono Concave
 Round Rocker

 double V 
JaiMe
Mono Concave
+ Double-V
Progessive Round 
Rocker
4° Canted Fin Setup

 Quattro V 
teaM series, gaMbler
Mono Concave
+ Quattro-V
Multi Stage Rocker
4° Canted Fin Setup

The development of the board bottoms 2012 showed again 
some new and unique ideas and for the first time ever, three 
different bottom variations have been developed. Depending 
for what the board is made for and the material composition of 
the board, across a variety of prototypes and working closely 
with testers and team riders, the best model for each range 
of use has been filtered out. Due to the various applications, 
preferences of the rider and various characteristics of the mate-
rials, three completely different bottom concepts have been de-
veloped. A single Concave bottom with one V structure, which 

offers very little drag, therefore is very fast and is carving super 
smooth. The refined and proven V Bottom, not so fast, but with 
plenty of comfort and massive grip and - last but not least: the 
QuattroV bottom with an extreme bottom curve, combined 
with small fins. This combination creates massive flex through 
the four keels, a lot of grip even without fins and grandiose pop. 
The surprising here - both gambler and Teamseries offer a hard 
and stiff flex pattern but remain extremely comfortable, a mix 
you would not expect at first sight!

 adVaNtage:
 · Fastest concept, nearly no drag
 · Early planning
 · SoftfFlex
 · Smooth carving

  adVaNtage:
 · Middle speeds
 · good grip
 · Comfortable landings
 · Comfortable flex
 · Comfortable

 adVaNtage:
 · Extreme bottom curve with 
   small fins
 · grip even without fins
 · Hard flex 
 · Insane flex, BUT: Still comfortable
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north kiteboarding 
the track system 

THE TRACK FEATURES 

THE TRACK NUTS
The Track Nuts are used to secure the eNtity combo. The nuts can be moved laterally 
in The Tracks. This permits adjusting the distance between the pads. The nuts are sup-
plied with all series boards with The Track System.

44120-8021 Nth - the track Nut (4 pcs)

THE TRACK PLUGS
The Track Plug is made of TPE plastic and prevents The Track Nuts from falling out of 
the tracks. The plugs also make sure that the system is mounted correctly!

44120-8023 Nth - the track plug (4 pcs)

 · Featuring Customize X6
 · stepless stance (foot distance) adjustment of the pads 

Kiteboarding is evolving at an amazing pace. As a result 
of this development, the demands on the material are 
increasing as well. Due to new tricks and an increased 
variety of people who engage in the sport, it has become 
more and more important that the entire equipment can 
be individually adjusted. For this reason we have set out 
to develop a multifunctional mounting system for our 
boards. What we envisaged was a solution that would 
allow a wide range of adjustments as well as quick and 
easy mounting of the footpads without having a negative 
influence on the board’s flex and weight.

The result of this effort is a system that meets all our 
requirements. We proudly present the new the track 
system! 

The Track System features two ultrasonic welded tracks 
made of fiberglass reinforced plastic that are laminated 
into our boards in the production process. The tracks are 
then CNC milled out of the finished board. The Track Nuts 
provide the connection with the footpad. The Track Nuts 
are made of non-corrosive brass and can be freely moved 
along the track to both sides. This system offers a whole 
range of possibilities to mount our footpads. 
One particular advantage is that the flexible tracks do not 
interfere with the fine-tuned flex of our boards.
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teXtreMe
teChnology

select teXtreme®
teamseries teXtreme®

NEW CARBON FIBER TECHNOLOGY NOTICEABLE IMPROVES YOUR BOARD. 

North Kites has once again chosen to use the high-per-
formance carbon fabric TeXtreme® for developing an ultra 
light premium board. With the help from the mechanical 
performance benefits that comes from TeXtreme® Spread 
Tow Fabrics the new Select and the Teamseries offer the 
best riding experience ever, this case study will give a tech-
nical explanation of the development behind it. 
The technical demands when developing a high-perfor-
mance kite board is quite challenging when you want to 
create a board which is on one hand extremely stiff and 
on the other hand still very flexible in different directions. 
But the final goal for sure is always to get the ultimate 
ride. From a manufacturing point of view, the balance lies 
in constructing a board that is very responsive, but still 
retains control in all kind of waters. This puts demands on 
the carbon reinforcement to be able to provide different 
stiffness in different directions.

North Kiteboarding, lead by CEO Till Eberle, focused the 
composite development of the new Select board on further 
optimizing the carbon reinforcement used. The choice 
once again fell on TeXtreme®. To achieve weight savings 
and the mechanical performance needed in all directions, 
the best material was an unbalanced 120gsm TeXtreme® 
fabric, which offers extreme stiffness in one direction.
TeXtreme® is a high-performance Spread Tow Fabric used 
to reduce weight on composites. The material is utilizing 
two proprietary technologies; Tow Spreading and Tape 
Weaving. First the carbon fiber is spread into thin flat tapes 
which then are used in weaving the tapes into a fabric, 
STF. As the fibers are oriented relatively straighter and the 
fabric structure consumes less resin which reduces matrix 
dead weight the combination of these novel technologies 
renders in improved mechanical performance, superior 
surface finish and significant weight savings.

 · 20% lighter than conventional carbon reinforcements 

 · unprecedented mechanical performance 

 · superior surface finish
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seleCt
132 / 135 / 137

IS ONLY COMPATIBLE WITH THE 2012 ENTITY COMBO OR THE 2012 VARIO COMBO.
BOARDS ARE DELIVERED WITH FINS. STRAP / PAD COMBINATIONS MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY!

 135 

 137  132  NKB s-BEND Fs 5.0 

available
september

2011

The Select utilizes our unique high-end Textreme Carbon 
Technology to deliver the “magic carpet” of our freestyle 
range! 
An	ultra-lightweight	freestyle/new-school	twin	tip,	the	
Select is super efficient and incredibly responsive and 
smooth. The Select is a blast to ride and some even say 
that its precision flex, positive response and explosive pop 
actually make you ride better! 
So grab a new Select and feel for yourself what all the 
hype is about!

 

Art. No.: 44120-3410 

 - textreme® Carbon technology 
 - ultra light weight textreme® 
 - unrivaled comfort 
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teaM
series

134 / 137 / 140
IS ONLY COMPATIBLE WITH THE 2012 ENTITY COMBO OR THE 2012 VARIO COMBO.
BOARDS ARE DELIVERED WITH FINS. STRAP / PAD COMBINATIONS MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY!

 137 

available
september

2011

 140  134  NKB s-BEND Fs 4.6 

The 2012 Team Series continues to reign supreme 
in the realm of progressive, powered new-school 
freestyle. A proven blend of power, speed, upwind 
ability and pop, it’s no secret why the Team Series 
is the number one choice of NKB World Cup 
freestyle competition riders. The Team Series now 
utilizes the same acclaimed high-end Textreme 
Carbon Technology of the North Select, but with 
a stiffer flex pattern and wider outline to deliver 
uncompromised and ultra-responsive power and 
pop for throwing mad tricks and sticking powered 
landings even in choppy water conditions.

 

Art. No.: 44120-3412 

 - high-end textreme® Carbon technology
 - Mad pop and controlled landings 
 - hard flex 
 - Quattro V bottom 
 -  insane new-school performance 
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gaMbler
125 YB / 136 / 139 / 142

IS ONLY COMPATIBLE WITH THE 2012 ENTITY COMBO OR THE 2012 VARIO COMBO.
BOARDS ARE DELIVERED WITH FINS. STRAP / PAD COMBINATIONS MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY!

 142  136  125 YB  NKB s-BEND WK 3.5 

 ONLY YB 
 NKB s-BEND Fs 4.2 

available
OctOber

2011

 139 

We are proud to induct a brand new member into the 
NKB board lineup for 2012: The gambler steps onto 
the scene as our first-ever pure wake-style board, 
equally at home behind the kite, boat or cable. With a 
super-durable specialized tuff skin bottom sheet that 
is built to withstand the routine abuse of hitting rails 
and kickers, you can grind and press to your heart’s 
content without hesitation. The gambler’s generous 
rocker absorbs the most critical landings with a smoo-
thness and ease that just begs you to stomp those 
powered, low-kite tricks with steeze! Special inserts 
allow you to custom fit your favorite bindings to the 
gambler.

The gambler is also available in a smaller “Young 
Blood” model with a flex pattern specifically designed 
to suit ripping new-school wake obsessed grommets 
and lightweights. 

 

gambler – Art. No.: 44120-3413 

gambler Young Blood – Art. No.: 44120-3414 

 - super durable tuffskin bottom sheet for rails 
 and kickers 
 - Crossover for boat or cable 
 - huge rocker 
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 139 

JaiMe
130 / 133 / 136 / 139

IS ONLY COMPATIBLE WITH THE 2012 ENTITY COMBO OR THE 2012 VARIO COMBO.
BOARDS ARE DELIVERED WITH FINS. STRAP / PAD COMBINATIONS MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY!

available
september

2011

 136 

 NKB s-BEND Fs 4.6 

 FOR 139 NKB s-BEND Fs 5.0 

 139  133  130 

There are a number of reasons why the Jaime is the 
longest running and best selling twin tip model of 
all time. It could be it’s super versatile feel, all-round 
performance and ability to adapt to a huge range of 
conditions. It could also be its incredibly smooth feel 
through choppy water and butter soft landings. Some 
even say it’s the fact that despite the Jaime’s comfy 
and easy free-ride feel it is still able to produce ex-
plosive pop similar to our more powerful new-school 
boards. But it’s probably mostly due to the fact that 

Jaime	(the	man	himself!)	continues	to	relentlessly	
strive year after year to refine and improve his model 
not only for his own personal enjoyment and progres-
sion as a rider, but to please all those loyal fans out 
there that just can’t get enough of the Jaime board 
and can’t wait to see what’s next!

 

 Art. No.: 44120-3411 

 - Freeride/new school 
 - super versatile  
 - good pop 
 - soft landings 
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 136 

available
september

2011

X-ride
130 / 133 / 136 / 139

IS ONLY COMPATIBLE WITH THE 2012 ENTITY COMBO OR THE 2012 VARIO COMBO.
BOARDS ARE DELIVERED WITH FINS. STRAP / PAD COMBINATIONS MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY!

 FOR 130 + 133 
 NKB s-BEND FR 4.9 

 FOR 136 + 139 
 NKB s-BEND FR 5.3 

 139  133  130 

The	X-Ride	is	an	all	terrain	twin	tip	that	blazes	through	the	
roughest chop with ease and comfort. The round temp-
late	and	curvy	scoop	line	are	responsible	for	the	X-Ride’s	
unique blend of comfort and smoothness while also pro-
moting	its	superior	carving	abilities.	The	X-Ride	is	a	blast	
to shred with in the waves and a perfect transition board 
to get you out there exploring the surf. The slightly larger 
swept back fins are not only great to drive you through 
high speed carves, but also for loading up hard and boos-
ting massive airs at will.

 

Art. No.: 44120-3415 

 - all terrain machine
 - superior carving 
 - butter smooth
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soleil
128 / 131 / 134 

IS ONLY COMPATIBLE WITH THE 2012 ENTITY COMBO OR THE 2012 VARIO COMBO.
BOARDS ARE DELIVERED WITH FINS. STRAP / PAD COMBINATIONS MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY!

 NKB s-BEND Fs 4.6  134  128 

 131 

available
september

2011

As the performance standard of female new-school riders 
continues to evolve at a rapid rate, so does the demand for 
female specific boards to suit their unique needs. The Soleil 
has all the performance characteristics you would expect 
from a high end new school board, like huge pop and solid 
landings, while also featuring optimized size and flex desig-
ned specifically with female riders’ unique demands in mind.  
This is THE definitive choice for progressive female riders 
looking to push the performance envelope at their local 
beaches or at a World Cup level. Customized stance width, 
foot pads and straps complete the package along with some 
edgy graphics for a bit of stylish flair!

 

Art. No.: 44120-3417

 - Female specific new school board
 - optimized flex for female riders
 - Custom features for females
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sPikegonzales
130 / 134 / 138 / 142 / 151 

IS ONLY COMPATIBLE WITH THE 2012 ENTITY COMBO OR THE 2012 VARIO COMBO.
BOARDS ARE DELIVERED WITH FINS. STRAP / PAD COMBINATIONS MUST BE ORDERED SEPARATELY!

available
september

2011

 130 /134 
 NKB s-BEND FR 4.9 

 138/142/151 
 NKB s-BEND FR 5.3 

 134 

 153 

available
september

2011

 NKB s-BEND Fs 5.0 

 - great upwind performance

 - Freeride twin tip

 - super easy to ride

The gonzales is a forgiving free-ride twin tip that 
is perfect for jumping, cruising and advancing 
your freestyle tricks to the next level. Early pla-
ning and great upwind performance lets you focus 
less on trying to stay upwind and more on riding, 
progressing and having fun! Smooth through the 
chop and easy to carve, the gonzales also features 
a durable construction to withstand all the abuse 
you can throw at it!

 

Art. No.: 44120-3418

The Spike is a light wind twin tip that takes 
advantage of a large, maximized planing sur-
face to get you up and going when other twin 
tips can’t even get off the beach! Unmatched 
upwind ability and aggressive heel grip allows 
you to get going in the super light stuff, yet still 
maintain your edge as the wind picks up. The 
optimized flex and quick, lively feel still allow 
you to throw some big jumps and freestyle 
tricks despite being much larger than other 
freestyle twin tips. The Spike can also be used 
as an entry-level twin tip due to its large size 
and user-friendly nature.

 

Art. No.: 44120-3416

 - light wind weapon

 - excellent upwind performance
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skiMFish
138 X 50 cm 

 4 Fins included 

available
september

2011

 - fun to play with
 - great control
 - early planning
 - good upwind performance
 - very durable

The Skimfish is the perfect tool for practicing your 
latest strapless tricks, making the most out of 
small waves and getting out in lightest wind. 
Utilizing a light but robust construction, the 
Skimfish is a fun and durable skim board that feels 
smooth and controllable through the chop. Easy 
to carve up small surf with its round outline, the 
nice width also gives the Skimfish excellent light 
wind and upwind capabilities.

 

Art. No.: 44120-3407
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available
september

2011

ntt
 ntt 
 the revolution of 
 individual Fit  

Every foot is different. We at North Kiteboarding didn’t 
realize that yesterday. After we defined a new standard 
by developing the first ergonomically shaped footpads 
a while ago, our new Entity Combo now comes with a 
whole range of innovative features such as the NTT Con-
tactPad or the NTT SplitStrap. The entire product once 
again sets new standards in the evolution of kite sports. 
The NTT is quick and easy to mount. It offers a variety of 
settings for a perfect fit on every foot and it even looks 
damned good!

 the track + ntt 

The NTT has been designed and tested for use together 
with our new The Track System. “The Track” is the new 
mounting system of our twintips. In connection with 
The Track, the NTT unfolds its full potential of individual 
settings, many of which are completely new in kite sports. 
The NTT can also be mounted on any board with stan-
dard inserts from the product generation of 2011 onwards, 
however, the range of individual settings is then limited.

 ntt ContactPad 

The NTT ContactPad consists of the new, redesigned EVA 
footpad and the NTT ContactFrame. The ergonomically 
shaped footpad was developed in cooperation with the 
leading experts in ergonomics. The Hexagonal Density 
Control Structure is a new feature in 2012. This structure 
helps reduce pressure in sensitive areas of the foot and 
contributes to the pad’s low weight. The newly designed 
Anti-Slip surface ensures a good grip, even in very rough 
landings and radical moves. Furthermore, the pad is sup-
plied with three NTT HeelCushions of varying hardness: 
“soft” for more comfort, “hard” for better control and 
“medium” for the golden mean.
The NTT ContactFrame is the intelligent basis of the en-
tire footpad that is made of fiberglass reinforced plastic. 
Its weight-optimized construction perfectly adapts to the 
shape of our boards. The advantage of this design and 
material is that the board’s flex characteristics are not 
influenced in any way. The NTT ContactFrame envelops 
the footpad and reliably transfers forces to the board. The 
NTT ContactPad has direct contact with the board, which 

enhances the board feeling. For even better fit, the NTT 
ContactPad	is	available	in	two	sizes	(S/m	+	L/XL)!
The entire package combines individual fit, comfort, con-
trol and functional design on a completely new level!

 ntt splitstrap 

Together with the NTT ContactPad, the NTT SplitStrap 
forms probably the most functional footpad system on 
the market. The NTT SplitStrap’s new construction can 
be more effectively adapted to the shape of the foot. 
The split function allows you to choose freely between 
maximum grip and optimum mobility: the further you 
open the split, the greater the contact surface that wraps 
around your foot. Bombproof grip and more control over 
your board are a direct result. If you need more range of 
motion, simply close the split. The procedure is dead easy 
and takes but a few seconds. 
The new width adjustment makes sure that the NTT 
SplitStrap wraps tightly around any shape of foot. 
great fit with neoprene booties is no longer a problem 
either.  The NTT SplitStrap’s design ensures that there is 
sufficient padded surface even for very large feet. Just 
like the NTT ContactPad, the NTT SplitStrap is also availa-
ble	in	two	different	sizes.	(S/m	and	L/XL)
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X1 X4

X5

X6

X2

X3

In the basic setting the angle is 10°. The pad angle 
depends strongly on the rider’s personal preferences. 
Some riders prefer a position with the front foot rotated 
far to the outside. We recommend a greater angle for 
these riders.

The entire NTT SplitStrap can be moved back and forth 
on the NTT ContactPad. The right position depends on 
your foot length. We recommend adjusting the NTT 
SplitStrap so that your toes reach over the toe edge.

The pad distance depends on your size, your riding style 
and, of course, your personal preferences. A narrow 
distance is usually more comfortable because it makes 
the board feel softer. Furthermore, a narrow distance 
saves strength and is therefore preferred by freeriders. 
Freestylers usually chose a wider distance. This provides 
a lot of pop and permits more aggressive edging. The 
wide distance gives the rider more control in tricks and 
landings, however, it also makes riding more strenuous.

You can vary the NTT SplitStrap’s width independently 
of the Velcro adjustment on the NTT ContactPad. 
This helps optimize the NTT’s fit according to your foot 
width. Furthermore, you can change the width if you 
use neoprene booties!

Adjusting the NTT SplitStrap allows you to find the right 
balance between personal comfort and optimum grip. 
The more you open the split, the better the grip in your 
NTT! The narrower you set the split, the greater your 
mobility within the straps.

The position of the pad on the board in relation to the 
heel and toe edge greatly influences the board’s riding 
characteristics. With very wide boards or very small 
feet it is recommended to move the binding towards 
the heel edge. This increases pressure on the heel edge 
and facilitates upwind riding. A central position of the 
foot between the two edges provides better stability in 
landings. Narrow boards and large feet also benefit from 
a central position.

 Pad distanCe

 Pad Position rel atiVe to the edges

  Pad angle

 adJusting the straP ContaCt surFaCe

 Foot length adJustMent

  Foot width adJustMent
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ntt
details

ENTIT Y COMBO SPARE PARTS   

44120-8400 NTH - Entity Combo   
44120-8006	 NTH	-	Entity	SplitStraps	 	 	
44120-8008 NTH - Entity ContactPads   
44120-8010 NTH - KB - grab Handle   
44120-8011	 NTH	-	Entity	StrapBuckle	Set	(4pcs)	 	 	
44120-8012	 NTH	-	Entity	Washers	(4pcs)	 	 	
44070-8054	 NTH	-	KB	-	Footstrap-Screw	Rippled	(4pcs)	 	 	

ANTI SLIP INLAYS
The redesigned Anti Slip Inlays keep the foot in firm contact with the NTT ContactPad. 
The surface of the inlays permits easy entry, yet prevents slipping out. 
Maximum comfort plus bombproof grip! 

NTT CONTACTPAD 
The NTT ContactPad has an ergonomically shaped footbed and perfectly combines fit, 
control and comfort. It comes in two different sizes to fit every foot.

NTT CONTACTFRAME
The NTT ContactFrame forms the basis of the entire footpad. Made of fiberglass 
reinforced plastic it perfectly adapts to the shape of our boards and does not interfere 
with the their flex characteristics.

HEXAGONALE DENSITY CONTROL STRUKTUR
The structure helps reduce pressure on sensitive areas of the foot and contributes 

to the Entity Combo’s low weight.

NTT HEELCUSHIONS
The three NTT HeelCushions with varying hardness permit adjusting the 
NTT ContactPads to your personal preferences.

NTT SPLITSTRAP
The revolutionary split function offers the choice between maximum grip and maximum 
mobility. Furthermore, the NTT SplitStrap comes with an all-over padding and a bootie 
support! The NTT SplitStrap is available in two different sizes to fit all feet.

NTT STRAPBUCKLES
The NTT StrapBuckles are the key to the NTT SplitStrap’s split function. By moving the 
buckles backwards or forward, the split opens or closes. Open the split to increase the 
contact surface for maximum grip. Close the split for greater mobility. 

NTT QUICKMOUNT
With prefitted The Track Nuts, the Entity Combo can be mounted within seconds! 
Simply put it on The Track System, slide it on, secure it and done! 

THE TRACK NUTS
The	Track	Nuts	secure	the	Pad/Strap	combination.	The	nuts	can	be	moved	laterally	in	
The Tracks to adjust the distance between the pads. 
The nuts are supplied with all series boards with The Track System.  

THE TRACK PLUGS
The Track Plug is made of TPE plastic and prevents The Track Nuts from falling out of the 
tracks. The plugs also make sure that the system is mounted correctly!

RECOMMENDED STANCE
The central triangles on the NTT ContactPad and inside The Track System indicate the 
Entity	Combo’s	basic	setting,	also	known	as	the	Recommended	Stance.	The	Recommen-
ded Stance has been individually determined for each North Kiteboarding board. Some 
riders	may	prefer	a	different	position.	The	section	Customize	X6	explains	the	various	
possibilities for individual tuning.

ENTITY COMBO
Scope of Delivery:
NTT	ContactPad	(pair)	and	NTT	SplitStrap	(pair),	North	Grab	Handle,	NTT	StrapBuckles,	
washers and screws!
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 available 
august

2011

VARIO COMBO SPARE PARTS   

44120-8401 NTH - Vario Combo   
44120-8007 NTH - Vario Straps   
44120-8009 NTH - Vario Pads   
44120-8010 NTH - KB - grab Handle   
44080-8382	 NTH	-	KB	-	Grab	Handle	Screw	and	Washer	(4pcs)	 	 	
44070-8054	 NTH	-	KB	-	Footstrap-Screw	Rippled	(4pcs)   

 VARIO COMBO FEATURES 

· Ergonomic footpad
· simple mounting
· Increased size adjustment of the Vario straps
· stepless width adjustment of the strap when mounted on The Track boards
· stepless stance adjustment (pad distance) when mounted on The Track boards
· Anti-slip structure

The tried and tested Vario Combo is once again an integral 
part of our collection. The Vario Combo has been comple-
tely reworked and is now easier to mount, more compatible 
and more comfortable. The new design of the Vario Buck-
les features modified strap insertions that substantially 
simplify mounting. The ergonomically shaped Vario Pad 
still convinces with its high comfort and the proven anti-slip 
structure guarantees a firm grip in all situations. Mounted 
on a board with The Track System, both the Vario Strap’s 

and the Vario Pad’s width can be steplessly adjusted. Com-
pared to last year’s model, the new Vario Strap offers incre-
ased size adjustment through the optimized Velcro closure. 
Adjusting the size is now much quicker and easier. This is 
particularly important if you have to use neoprene booties 
in cold conditions or if different riders use the same board. 
The Vario Combo is compatible with all North Kiteboarding 
boards of any product generation.
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direCtional
teChnology
2012

direCtional
boardFinder
  KONTACT WAM WHIP XsURF NUGGET

tight sNappy turNs 

wide speed turNs 

coNtrol 

plaNiNg power 

speed 

powerful waVes 

mushi waVes 

o.k. = good = Very good = best =  

 baMboo sandwiCh ConstruCtion
 For resPonsiVe FleX 

These days everybody is talking about sustainabili-
ty. Luckily, Bamboo is a natural and easy renewable 
resource, a perfect material to work with and all North 
Kiteboarding 2012 surfboards are made using bam-
boo on both, the base and the deck of the boards. 
Bamboo has a high strength to weight ratio, which has 
obvious benefits in making a durable board that will 
withstand hard heel impacts and pressure dents, while 
still keeping the overall board weight to a minimum. 
Bamboo itself offers excellent dampening properties 
which allow Sky Solbach who’s shaping NKB surf-
boards already in the third product generation, to 
create boards that feel light and lively under your feet, 

while not feeling overly bouncy or chattery through 
the chop, effectively smoothing out the ride. Bamboo 
is now becoming more widely used throughout the 
surf industry for the exact same reasons. Additionally, 
bamboo is of course a natural and easily renewable 
resource. We at North Kiteboarding feel, it just should 
be natural to care about your planet, especially when 
loving and living an outdoor sport so closely connec-
ted to nature like kitesurfing. Finally, on top of all of 
these benefits, the immaculate finish and bamboo 
wood grains, give each one of our boards a unique 
and distinct look. Every single one is not less than 
unique, already nearly a custom board.

baMboo surFboards 2012
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kontaCt
5’9” X 17” X 1 15/16”  /   5’11” X 17” X 2”   /   6’1” X 17” X 2 1/16”

waM
5’8” X 17” X 2”  /   5’10” X 18” X 2 1/16”   /   6’0” X 18” X 2 3/16”

available
september

2011
available
september

2011

 FIN sET 
5’9” Nkb ts-s
5’11” Nkb ts-m
6’1” Nkb ts-m  FIN sET 

5’8” Nkb ts-s + Quad set
5’10” Nkb ts-m + Quad set
6’0” Nkb ts-m + Quad set

The fourth generation Kontact remains a staple of the 
NKB	Surf	Range	and	a	powerhouse	board	in	a	class	
all its own. The Kontact is ideal for riders looking to 
ride bigger and more powerful surf, however due to 
its control-oriented nature, the Kontact is also a great 
choice for riders who want a board to handle strong 
wind and choppy water with ease and comfort. The 
2012 model features the same popular rounded pintail 
but now has a slightly shorter and fuller outline than 
last years’ model and a moderate single to double 
concave to improve turning and release. 

Art. No.: 44120-3400

The WAM is our interpretation of the modern 
all-rounder and is the workhorse of our range. 
A board you can use in every day conditions, 
strapped or strapless, equally at home in 2-foot 
beach breaks as it is in over head reef breaks. 
The	2012	Wam	features	medium/low	rails,	a	
more pronounced single to double concave 
bottom	and	an	optimized	tri/quad	fin	configura-
tion, allowing you to customize the Wam to your 
desired feel. Tri-fin mode offers more hold and 
drive, while quad-fin mode offers a more skatey 
and loose feel ideal for smaller surf. Building on 
the success of last year’s Wam, the new refined 
foil and slightly curvier rocker tightens the tur-
ning radius and increases snap, while still main-
taining enough drive and hold to keep things in 
control when the swell really starts to push.   

Art. No.: 44120-3401

 - Big wave slayer 
 - Thruster fins 
 - Control and grip at high speeds 
 - Extremely stable through chop 

 - High performance all-rounder 
 - Tri/Quad option 
 - Thumb Tail 
 - one for all 
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whiP
5’4” X 18” X 2”  /   5’6” X 18” X 2 1/8”   /   5’8” X 18” X 2 3/16”

X-surF
5’11” X 19 1/4” X 2 3/8”

available
september

2011

available
september

2011

 FIN sET 
5’4” Nkb ts-s froNt + Quad set
5’6” Nkb ts-m froNt + Quad set
5’8” Nkb ts-m froNt + Quad set  FIN sET 

5’11” Nkb ts-m froNt + Quad set

Thanks to the huge response in 2011, the new 2012 
Whip is now available in 3 sizes. This modern high 
performance quad fin design takes advantage of the 
performance benefits associated with a short, wide 
design to truly excel in small to medium surf. A com-
bination of low entry rocker and generous tail curve 
gives you quick acceleration and super tight arcs that 
carry speed through your turns. Full, boxy rails and 
a moderate single concave create lift and deflection 
ideal for quick bursts of speed and crisp turns. The 
quad fins assist in keeping the board loose and free 
without sacrificing drive to draw out wider turns when 
needed. The Whip is the perfect tool to dominate 
your local beach break in nearly all conditions.

Art. No.: 44120-3402

Let’s face it: Most kitesurf boards are just a little too 
small to paddle, especially if you’re not a feather-
weight. And if you’re anything like us, you probably 
wish you could take just one board on a trip to cover 
your kiting AND surfing needs, right? Well, now you 
can. At 29 liters, the X-Surf is big enough for most 
intermediate to advanced surfers to easily paddle 
and catch waves in “every-day “ surf, yet still small 
enough to comfortably kite-surf strapped or strap-
less when the wind picks up. This high performance 
bigger brother of the Whip features quad fins and a 
super fast rocker that carries blazing speed through 
turns and will blow you away with it’s tight snaps. The 
optimized construction of the X-Surf offers respon-
sive and lively flex characteristics combined with the 
durability of a kite-surf board, dramatically extending 
the life- span of your board compared to your normal 
PU surfboard.

Art. No.: 44120-3403

 - Quad fin 
 - Diamond tail 
 - Small wave destroyer 
 - Tightest turns 

 - surfing and kitesurfing board 
 - early planning 
 - quad fins 
 - fast rocker 
 - responsive lively flex 
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nugget
5’0” X 21” X 2 3/8”

available
september

2011

 FIN sET 
5’11” Nkb ts-m froNt + Quad set

get ready to experience the Nugget, a board that will 
enable you to get out there and tear apart waves in 
the lightest wind when all your friends are still sitting 
on the beach. This radically different approach to a 
conventional surfboard features an ultra wide round-
tail, super low rocker and a unique bottom shape 
aimed at maximum glide, tight turns and upwind 
performance in light wind and small to medium surf. 
Full, boxy rails and an ultra flat deck maximize the 
volume of the Nugget and the quad fin configuration 
gives you maximum lift to keep you planing through 
lulls and flat sections on the wave. Don’t let the looks 
deceive you. This board absolutely rips strapped or 
strapless. If you are serious about maximizing your 
time on the water and want a board that truly per-
forms when others will not, you NEED a Nugget. A 
great compliment to everyone’s quiver, once you get a 
taste of the Nugget, it is sure to become a regular fix-
ture in yours! At 5’0” the Nugget is also a great option 
for minimizing excess baggage costs.

Art. No.: 44120-3404

 - great lightwind abilities 
 - tight turns 
 - good upwind performance 
 - round tail with low rocker 
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FreeraCe
164 cm X 47.5 cm

available
september

2011

 FIN sET 
froNt: 2 x 22cm
back: 1 x 18 cm

raCe ltd

 Steph Bridge Master Women World Champion Production and Open 

 Maxime Nocher Youth World Champion Production and Open 

 Oliver Bridge 3rd Youth World Championship Production and Open 

 Dirk Hanel Master Men World Champion Production Class and 3rd Open 

and the 
neXt 
winning 
generation

 available 
march

2012

The	Free	Race	is	a	twin-fin	directional	that	
bridges the gap between race and free ride 
– and is fun to ride in waves! It will get you 
up and going in lighter wind than a surfboard 
without the typical constraints of a full-on 
race board. The super flat rocker, wide blocky 
tail and optimized swept-back twin-fins get 
you flying upwind in a light breeze, while a 
slightly rounder outline and surf-influenced 
rail shape keep things loose and free through 
the chop. A smooth, comfy ride in any condi-
tions,	the	Free	Race	still	allows	you	to	put	it	
on rail to tear up small waves or do full speed 
flat water carves. 

Art. No.: 44120-3406

 - light wind weapon 
 - surf feel 
 - easy jibing 
 - race entry 
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 styler 2012 
  

 Xs / s / M / l / Xl / XXl 

44120-8301

 pop 

 soul 

 wonder.bar 

Nkb accessories 2012

 nkb airstyler 2012  
  

 Xs / s / M / l / Xl / XXl 

44120-8300

 pop 

 soul 

harnesses
Form follows function – function follows form – or both at 
once!
The new generation of North Kiteboarding harnesses uni-
tes unusual design with unmatched fit and select materi-
als. Many new features enhance comfort and make North 
Kiteboarding harnesses unique. 
To carry on this reputation we now introduce the Love 
Handle Protection. This combination of special seams 
and paddings avoids chafing of the skin in sensitive areas 
above the pelvis. Four comfortable Flex Zones in particu-
larly exposed areas ensure optimum comfort, huge range 

of motion and an ergonomic fit. The Push Down Strap is 
attached to the hook plate and always keeps the hook 
in the correct position. The hook can no longer be bent 
upwards or slip out of place. 
Excess straps can now be easily and neatly packed away 
into the new Belt Pockets, special pockets with a rubber 
patch for easy threading. 
If you are already using an NKB harness there is no need 
to tell you more. If you haven’t had the pleasure yet you 
should try one as soon as possible and convince yourself.

The Air Styler has been the epitome of perfect fit and 
comfort for years. Now it has been further enhanced by 
the new Flex Zones. Combined with the Air Cushion back 
padding, the waist support patches make the harness 
fit like a glove. For the first time we are using the new 
Twister Fit construction: the entire inside is manufactured 
of high-grade neoprene that makes the harness comfor-
table to slip onto any material you are wearing or onto the 
naked skin. 
In any movement you are making, particularly when you 
twist the body like in wave riding, the harness will always 
be brought in the right position.

 sPeCial Features: 

—› Soft interior combined with air pads 
—› 4 Flex Zones in critical areas for more range of motion  
 and comfort 
—› Flexible neoprene belt construction for high comfort
—› Soft covered hook plate with Push Down Strap to avoid  
 injuries and bruises
—› Short harness hook for better bar feeling and control 
—› Two color combinations: Pop and Soul

The Styler is the tried and tested classic among hip har-
nesses! As usual, the Styler comes with the Double Hook 
Attachment, complete EVA-padding and Friction Fit that 
keeps the harness firmly in the right place. The Full Pro-
tection Hook Mounting System protects you from brui-
ses and rib injuries. Just like the Air-Styler, the Styler is 
extraordinarily comfortable and you can quickly and easily 
stow excess straps in the Belt Pockets. 

 sPeCial Features: 

—› Friction Fit
—› Foam molded Flex Zones for more range of motion and  
 comfort 
—› Flexible neoprene belt for more comfort 
—› Soft covered hook plate with Push Down Strap to avoid  
 injuries and bruises
—› Short harness hook for better bar feeling and control 
—› Two color combinations: Pop and Soul

All NKB harnesses are equipped with the North Wonder.
Bar. Due to the closure at the harness hook you only have 
to adjust the strap once. The U-claw helps you get in and 
out of the harness with ease. This system offers you maxi-
mum safety even in the toughest conditions.
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 nkb transformer 2012 
  

 Xs / s / M / l / Xl / XXl 

44120-8302

 pop 

 soul 

 nkb Performer 2012 
  

 Xs / s / M / l / Xl / XXl 

44120-8303

 pop   soul 

 nkb kite Vest waist 
  

 s / M / l / Xl 

44120-8100

 kite Vest seat 
  

 s / M / l / Xl 

44120-8101

Just like the Air-Styler, the new transformer convinces 
with incomparable wearing comfort and perfect fit. The 
perfect positioning of the Waist Support Patches truly 
earns the Transformer its name! The vertically adjustable 
hook provides ultimate mobility for every kiter. Excess 
straps are neatly stowed away in the Belt Pockets. The 
Detachable Seat is a completely new feature that consists 
of a clever Velcro system that permits removing the entire 
belt system in just a few seconds so that the seat harness 
can be transformed into a well-sliding waist harness with 
Twister Fit.

 sPeCial Features: 

—› Seat harness with the mobility of a waist harness and   
 the typical fit of a seat harness
—› No riding up through special pant construction
—› High-grade interior combined with air pads 
—› 4 Flex Zones in critical areas for more mobility and   
 comfort
—› Flexible neoprene belt for more comfort 
—› Soft covered hook plate with Push Down Strap to avoid  
 injuries and bruises
—› Short harness hook for better bar feeling and control 
—› Two color combinations: Pop and Soul

The time-proven Performer permits using a lower hook 
position compared to waist harnesses. generous pad-
dings, a freely adjustable back position and a good hook 
and hook plate position protect you from bruises and rib 
injuries. “Just lean back and relax, please!“

 sPeCial Features: 

—› Full-blooded seat harness with maximum comfort and  
 low hook position
—› Flex Zones for more mobility and comfort
—› Soft covered hook plate with to avoid injuries and 
  bruises
—› Comfortable neoprene footstraps
—› Short harness hook for better bar feeling and control 
—› Two color combinations: Pop and Soul

Optimum fit and paddings where you need them – these 
are the simple requirements of an impact vest. On top of 
that we added an internal double Velcro-neoprene belt 
system that can be adjusted to any body size. Once adjus-
ted you can get in and out of the vest by simply opening 
and closing the strap and through a lateral zip.

Optimized construction and tested: CE according to PSA 
directive	89/686/EWG

We continue to offer the Impact Vest in two versions: one 
for seat harnesses and one for waist harnesses without 
paddings in the area of the harness. This ensures a very 
pleasant and comfortable fit. To keep the vests firmly in
place, they can be secured to the harness with straps.

Optimized construction and tested: CE according to PSA 
directive	89/686/EWG
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 daypack 
  

 pop 

44120-8105

travelbag small 
  

 pop 

44120-8106

 travelbag large 
  

 pop 

44120-8107

beachbag  
  

 soul 

44120-8108

Nkb accessories 2012

PaCks & 
bags

North Kiteboarding presents the fourth 
pimped edition of the North Beachbag 
that features an integrated wet compart-
ment for your wet shorts, wetsuit or towel. 
With large and small carrying straps it is 
comfortable to carry on your side or as a 
backpack.

The backpack for your travels, the beach 
and the office, is a little larger, to make 
sure that you really have enough space to 
pack everything you need. A large main 
compartment provides sufficient storage 
space and an outside pocket holds smaller 
stuff, such as pens or your iPod. The inte-
grated padded laptop case is accessible, 
both from the inside and from the outside, 
for fast and easy access to your 17´´ 
notebook. The interior sunglasses pocket 
is padded for protection. The daypack 
comes with a transparent Liquid Bag with 
one liter storage space that is compatible 
with common hand luggage regulations.

A wonderful bag for short trips or as hand 
luggage on longer journeys. Most airlines 
should permit this bag as hand luggage. 
The detachable backpack on the front 
holds your books, mags, iPod and lap-
top. The laptop case is accessible from 
the inside and from the outside and your 
sunglasses are also well protected in the 
interior padded sunglass pocket. More 
comfort and ease don’t fit into a bag.

The Travelbag Large is a super solid, yet 
lightweight bag to help you save unneces-
sary weight and expenses on your trips. 
The interior shoe compartment is easy to 
access from the outside so that you can 
quickly change your sneakers for flip-flops.  
The shoe bag is completely separate from 
the interior compartment. Three handles 
and sturdy rolls make the bag easy to 
move around. The new piggyback combo 
allows you to fasten your Combibag on 
your Travelbag Large with only two buck-
les and move them as one through the 
airport.
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 single board bag 
  

 pop, soul 

 135, 160 

44120-8110

 Combi bag 
  

 pop, soul 

 135, 150, 160 

44120-8111

 Quiverbag 
  

 pop, soul 

 135 / s, 160 / l 

44120-8112

Quiverbag Xl 

 pop 

 6’4” / Xl 

44120-8113

 single surfboard bag 
  

 pop, soul 

 5’8”, 6’3” 

44120-8114

Nkb accessories 2012

nth - kb Quiverbag race ss12  

-	fits	the	2012	Race	LTD	and	one	kite	quiver

- 3 mm rail protection PE plate

- inside webbing adjuster for perfect fitting

44120-8116

nth - kb single board bag race ss12 

- incl. fin slots

44120-8115

The 4mm-thick padding protects your 
Kontacts, WAMs, Xsurfs, Nuggets or 
Whips in any kind of transport situation. 
The bag offers more carrying comfort with 
carrying straps and makes sure that your 
surf tools make it to the spot without any 
dings or dents. 

The low weight of the Quiverbag allows 
you to take more stuff to the airport 
without paying extra charges. Up to two 
boards, 3-5 kites, bars, pumps, harnesses 
and wetsuits can be packed into this bag. 
The Quiverbag includes a wet compart-
ment for wet stuff and, due to its amazing 
stowage capacity, it must have rolls for 
easy handling!

Every kiter should own one of these. The 
NKB Combibag easily holds two boards 
and three kites and you can stow eve-
rything in one compartment. The bag is 
perfect for a short trip or to pack your en-
tire holiday luggage. The minimalist design 
keeps the bag’s weight as low as possible. 
The new piggyback combo allows you to 
attach the Combibag to your Travelbag 
Large	and	pull	them	as	one.	Plug	&	play,	
the easiest handling ever!

The 4mm-thick padding protects your 
kiteboard from the rough handling at 
airports or during transport on your roof 
rack and prevents unnecessary dents and 
scratches. For more fun when you get 
there!  Available in two different lengths: 
135	cm	or	160	cm.
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aPParel 
ColleCtion

2012



 show 
 your 
 Passion 

After some years now of stylish NKB kiteboarding clothing, 
we are convinced to go on with the real styles of kiteboar-
ding and we finally can see more and more people wearing 
real kiteboarding clothes!
We still constantly travel in all kiteable countries of this 
planet – Mauritius, Hawaii, Spain, Italy, Denmark, Austria, 
Australia, the Caribbean, Indo…
This list could go on forever and opens your mind. 

Whether we unpacked our kites on a beautiful ocean, at 
a wave spot or whether we came to a lake to freeride, we 
always noticed one thing. When we were chilling on the 
beach in the evening, sat in a restaurant or bar or when we 
were at a party, we always wondered about the same thing: 
where was the true kiter gear for all those riders out there? 
We could not spot it anywhere. It was clear that something 
had to be done, so we created the North Apparel Collection 
already in 2009. More color, more style. Also this year, we 
did still more colors and even greater fabrics. Embroideries, 
prints, beads, patches, all over prints, embossing and style… 
North always rocks! Be true to yourself! Be a real kiter! 
Wear your love to kiteboarding and show it to the world out 
there!



 nth - zip hooded Fleece wM - logo 

 Colors   900 black

 size  	 XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 Fabric 	 94	%	PE,	6	%	Spandex	interlock	fleece,	260	G	–	270	G

 art.no  44120-5205

 nth - hooded sweat  Mystic wave 

 Colors   Water Blue

	 	 Rio	Red

  Black

 size  	 XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 Fabric  95 % CO, 5 % Spandex Sweat, inside brushed

 art.no  44120-5207

 nth - ss tee girls attaCk 

 Colors   Black

  Blue Night

  Deep green

 size  	 XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 style   Standart Fit

 Fabric  100 % CO, 40 single jersey 40s soft washing

 art.no  44120-5003

 

 nth - ss tee  hummingbird 

 Colors   Crown Jewel

  Ming

  Water Blue

 size  	 XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 style   Loose Fit

 Fabric  100 % CO, 40 single jersey 40s soft washing

 art.no  44120-5005

 nth - ss tee team series 

 Colors   Folkstone grey

  Blue Night

	 	 Rio	Red

 size  	 XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 style   Loose Fit

 Fabric 	 60	%	CO,	40	%	PE,	

  dyed Cotton Single Jersey, Melange
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 nth - zip hooded sweat  Fragments 

 Colors   Blue Night

  Folkstone grey

  Ming

 size  	 XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 Fabric  80 % CO, 20 % PE Sweat, 320 g brushed inside, 

	 	 enzyme	/	sand	wash	in	heather	colors

	 	 ming:	80	%	CO,	20	%	PE,	240	G	–	260	G	French	Terry

 art.no  44120-5203

aPParel 
 woMen

Really	nice	to	see,	is	that	still	more	and	more	girls	join	the	
world of kitesurfing. And with these girls, more and more 
needs in fashion enter to the male world of kiteboarding. We 
support all the girls and try to have lots of different styles for 
every self confident girl. Not just to wear at the beach – but 
wherever you are!

As not every girl wants total sensory overload with regards 
to clothing, the result 2012 is a mix of modern and classic, 
punk and fancy, with many details and with the right item for 
every occasion. Designed by women for women. Show the 
boyz, who’s wearing the breeches!
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 nth - ss tee standard true 

 Colors   Black

 size  	 XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 Fabric 	 100%	CO,	single	jersey	26s,	

  strong enzyme washed, soft

 art.no  44120-5011

nth - ss rashguard 

 Colors   Folkstone grey

 size   XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 Fabric  Lycra UV flex, 92% PA, 8% EA

 art.no  44120-5013

 nth - boardshorts soleil 

 Colors   Harbour Blue

  Folkstone grey

  Crown Jewel

 size  	 XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 style  Loose Fit

 Fabric  100% PE, premium suede

 art.no  44120-5701

 nth - boardshorts hot Pants Jaime 

 Colors   Folkstone grey

  Crown Jewel

 size  	 XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 Fabric  100% PE, premium suede

 art.no  44120-5703

 nth - ss tee soleil 

Colors   White

  Crown Jewel

  Water Blue

 size  	 XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 style  Slim Fit V-Neck

 Fabric  100 % CO, 40 single jersey 40s 

  soft washing

 art.no  44120-5009

 nth - hooded sweat girls attack 

 Colors   Blue Night

  Ming

 size  	 XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 Fabric 	 60%	CO,	40%	PE	Sweat,	200g

 art.no  44120-5201

 nth - ss tee standard logo 

 Colors   White

	 	 Rio	Red

 size  	 XS	/	S	/	m	/	L	/	XL

 Fabric 	 100%	CO,	single	jersey	26s,	

  strong enzyme washed, soft

 art.no  44120-5001

aPParel 
 woMen
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 nth - ss tee Vegas  

 Colors   Black

  Folkstone grey

  Ming

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 style  Slim Fit

 Fabric  100 % CO, 40 single jersey 40s soft washing

 art.no  44120-5014 

 nth - ss tee team series  

Colors   White

  Blue Night

	 	 Rio	Red

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 style   Slim Fit

 Fabric  100 % CO, 40 single jersey 40s soft washing

 art.no 	 44120-5016	

 nth - ss tee logo  

 Colors   White

  Black

  Deep green

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 style  Loose Fit

 Fabric 	 100%	CO,	single	jersey	26s,	prewashed

 art.no  44120-5000 

 nth - ss tee evo  

 Colors   Folkstone grey

	 	 Rio	Red	

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 style  Loose Fit

 Fabric 	 100%	CO,	single	jersey	26s,	

  strong enzyme washed, soft

 art.no  44120-5004

 nth - ss tee wave attack 

 Colors   White

  Folkstone grey  

  Water Blue

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 style  Loose Fit

 Fabric  100 % CO, 40 single jersey 40s soft washing

 art.no  44120-5002

 nth - ss tee true  

 Colors   Black

  Blue Night

  Water Blue

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 style  Loose Fit

 Fabric  100 % CO, 40 single jersey 40s soft washing

 art.no  44120-5008

aPParel 
 Men

You wanna show you’re a real kiteboarder – wear your passion!
Pleasantly mellow from the last kite session, you’re heading to 
the next bar or barbecue with your friends. No matter which style 
you prefer – easy, casual, freaky, understated – you will find the 
right outfit in the new North Kiteboarding Men’s Apparel 
Collection 2012.
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 nth - ss tee yuppie  

 Colors   Blue Night 

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 style  Loose Fit

 Fabric 	 100%	CO,	single	jersey	26s,	

  strong enzyme washed, soft

 art.no 	 44120-5026	

nth - ss / ls wet shirt team  

 Colors   Blue Night

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 Fabric  100% PE, functional jersey

 art.no  44120-5018 

Colors   Blue Night

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 Fabric  100% PE, functional jersey

 art.no  44120-5020

nth - knitted sweater Check Mate 

 Colors   Blue Night

 size 	 	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 Fabric   87 % CO, 13% Nylon, Knitted Sweat

 art.no  44120-5028

nth - hooded sweat hat  

 Colors   Black

  Deep green

  Shale

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 Fabric 	 80	%	CO,	20	%	PE,	240G-260G	French	Terry

 art.no  44120-5200

 nth - ss tee hat  

 Colors   White

  Harbor Blue

  Deep green

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 style   Loose Fit

 Fabric 	 100%	CO,	single	jersey	26s,	

  strong enzyme washed, soft

 art.no 	 44120-5006	

nth - ss tee Jaime  

 Colors   Folkstone grey

  Deep green

  Water Blue

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 style   Slim Fit

 Fabric 	 100%	CO,	single	jersey	26s,	

  strong enzyme washed, soft

 art.no  44120-5010 

 nth - ss tee artist  

 Colors   Black

	 	 Rio	Red

  Harbor Blue 

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 style  Slim Fit

 Fabric 	 100%	CO,	single	jersey	26s,	

   strong enzyme washed, soft

 art.no  44120-5012

aPParel 
 Men
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 nth - zip hooded sweat wicked  

 Colors   Blue Night Color panels

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 Fabric  80 % CO, 20 % PE Sweat, 320 g brushed inside, 

	 	 enzyme	/	sand	wash	in	heather	colors

 Colors   Deep green Color panels

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 Fabric 	 80	%	CO,	20	%	PE,	240	G	–	260	G	French	Terry

 art.no  44120-5202 

nth - zip hooded sweat warm up  

 Colors   Folkstone grey

  Blue Night 

  Light Heather grey

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 Fabric  80 % CO, 20 % PE Sweat, 320 g brushed inside, 

	 	 enzyme	/	sand	wash	in	heather	colors

 art.no 	 44120-5206

nth - zip hooded Fleece logo  

 Colors   900 black

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 Fabric 	 94	%	PE,	6	%	Spandex	Interlock	Fleece,	

	 	 260	G	–	270	G

 art.no  44120-5204

nth - wind Jacket  

 Colors   Black

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 Fabric 	 100%	Nylon	Ripstop,	PU	coating,	

	 	 WP	10000mm/	mP10000mm

	 	 55“,	ca.	90g/sqm

 art.no  44210-5400

nth - ls rashguard 

 Colors   White

 size  	 S	/	m	/	L	/	XL	/	XXL

 Fabric  Lycra UV flex, 92% PA. 8% EA

art.no  44120-5022

 

nth - boardshorts wave  

 Colors   color Blocks – 3 color ways:

  White, Vibrant Orange, Black; 

  Black, Crown Jewel, Folkstone grey

  White, Harbor Blue

 size  	 29	/	30	/	31	/	32	/	33	/	34	/	36	/	38

 Fabric  100% PE, premium suede

 art.no  44120-5700 

nth - boardshorts team series  

 Colors   Black

  Vibrant Yellow

  Water Blue

 size  	 29	/	30	/	31	/	32	/	33	/	34	/	36	/	38

 Fabric  100% PE, premium suede, allover print

 art.no  44120-5702

aPParel 
 Men
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 nth - boardshorts Jaime  

 Colors   Vibrant Orange

  Folkstone grey  

  Deep green

 size  	 29	/	30	/	31	/	32	/	33	/	34	/	36	/	38

 Fabric  100% PE, premium suede, allover print

 art.no  44120-5704 

 nth - boardshorts select  

 Colors   Blue Night

 size  	 29	/	30	/	31	/	32	/	33	/	34	/	36	/	38

 Fabric  81% PE, 19% Spandex,

  4-way stretch technology

 art.no 	 44120-5706

 nth - walkshort Chino  

 Colors   Anthracite

 size  	 29	/	30	/	31	/	32	/	33	/	34	/	36	/	38

 Fabric  100% CO Dobby, strong soft washing

 art.no 	 44120-5602

 nth - ss tee kids 

 Colors  	 Rio	Red

  Water Blue

 size  	 128	/	140

 Fabric  100% CO, single jersey 40s

  soft washing

 art.no  44120-5070

 nth - kb - Chrocet beanie 

 Colors   Black

  Wave Blue

 size   one size

 art.no  44100-5952

 nth - beach towel 

 Colors   Black

 size   OneSize

 Fabric  100 % COTTON

 art.no  44100-5954

aPParel 
 Men 

aPParel 
 kids / CaPs / towel
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spareparts 
detail Photo



 09 relaunch bungees 

 08 Pigtails 

 06 Pigtails 

 01 le bladder 
 nth - bladder - leading edge rebel (lk)  44120-8600

 
 02 middle strut  
 nth - bladder - Middle strut rebel (lk)  44120-8601

 
 03 tip strut left  
 nth - bladder - tip strut rebel left side (red) (lk)  44120-8605

 
 04 quarter strut left  
 nth - bladder - Quarter strut rebel left side (red) (lk)  44120-8603

 
 05 tip strut right  
 nth - bladder - tip strut rebel right side (grey) (lk)  44120-8604	

 
 06 Quarter strut right  
 nth - bladder - Quarter strut rebel right side (grey) (lk)  44120-8602

 
 07 nose line  
 nth - nose line rebel (lk)  44120-8606

 
 08 pig tails  
 nth - back Pigtail with back V left (red) rebel (lk)  44120-8607

 nth - back Pigtail with back V right (grey) rebel (lk)  44120-8608

 
 09 relaunch bungees  
 nth - relaunch bungee rebel (pair) (lk)  44120-8609

 
 sizes  
 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11 / 12  / 13 / 14 /

 01 le bladder  
 nth - bladder - leading edge Vegas (lk)  44120-8610

 
 02 quarter strut left  
 nth - bladder - Quarter strut Vegas left side (red) (lk)  44120-8613

 
 03 middle strut  
 nth - bladder - Middle strut Vegas (lk)  44120-8611

 
 04 quarter strut right 
 nth - bladder - Quarter strut Vegas right side (grey) (lk)  44120-8612

 
 05 nose line  
 nth - nose line with V Vegas (lk)  44120-8616

 06 pig tails  
 nth – Front Pigtails a Vegas (pair) (lk) 	 44110-8615

 nth – Front Pigtails b Vegas (pair) (lk) 	 44110-8616

 nth – back Pigtails Vegas (pair) (lk) 	 44100-8619

 
 sizes  
 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 12 / 14

sPareParts 
rebel 2012

sPareParts 
Vegas 2012

01

03

05

02 04

01

04

03
05

0607

02
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 01 le bladder 
 nth – leading edge bladder rebel & Fuse (lk)  44110-8600

 02 middle strut  
 nth – Middle strut bladder rebel & Fuse (lk)  44110-8601

 03 tip strut left  
 nth – tip strut bladder rebel & Fuse left side (red) (lk)  44110-8605

 04 quarter strut left  
 nth – Quarter strut bladder rebel & Fuse left side (red) (lk)  44110-8603

 05 tip strut right  
 nth – tip strut bladder rebel & Fuse right side (grey) (lk)  44110-8604	

 06 Quarter strut right  
 nth – Quarter strut bladder rebel & Fuse right side (grey) (lk)  44110-8602

 07 nose line  
 nth – nose line rebel (lk)  44110-8606

 08 pig tails  
 nth – Front Pigtails rebel (pair) (lk)  44110-8607

 nth – back Pigtails V rebel (pair) (lk)  44110-8608

 nth – back Pigtail for rebel 15 cm (lk)  44100-8610

 09 relaunch bungees  
 nth – relaunch bungee rebel (pair) (lk)  44110-8609

 10 leech batten  
 nth – leech batten rebel (set) (lk)  44110-8608

 sizes  
 6 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 11 / 12 / 14 / 16

 01 le bladder  
 nth – leading edge bladder Vegas (lk) 	 44110-8610

 
 02 tip strut  
 nth – tip strut bladder Vegas (lk) 	 44110-8613

 nth – tip strut bladder Vegas (lk) 	 44110-8613

 
 03 quarter strut  
 nth – Quarter strut bladder Vegas (lk) 	 44110-8612

 
 04 middle strut  
 nth – Middle strut bladder Vegas (lk) 	 44110-8611

 
 05 nose line  
 nth – nose line Vegas (lk) 	 44110-8614

 
 06 pig tails  
 nth – Front Pigtails a Vegas (pair) (lk) 	 44110-8615

 nth – Front Pigtails b Vegas (pair) (lk) 	 44110-8616

 nth – back Pigtails Vegas (pair) (lk) 	 44100-8619

 
 07 leech batten  
 nth – leech batten Vegas (6 pcs) (lk) 	 44100-8621

 
 sizes  
 5 / 7 / 9 / 10 / 12 / 14 

sPareParts 
rebel 2011

sPareParts 
Vegas 2011

01

02

03
05

04

01

04

03
05

06
07

02

 09 relaunch bungees 

 08 Pigtails  06 Pigtails 

 10 leech batten 

 07 leech batten 
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 01 le bladder 
44110-8630

 02 Middle strut bladder 
44110-8631

 03 Quarter strut right 
44110-8632

 04 Quarter strut left 
44110-8633

 05 tip strut right 
44110-8634

 06 tip strut left 
44110-8635

 07 nose line 
44110-8636

 08 Pig tails 
back Pigtail V left 	44110-8637

back Pigtail V right 	44110-8638

 09 Front bridle left 
44110-8639

 10 Front bridle right 
44110-8640

 11 relaunch bungee   
44110-8641

 01 le bladder 
44110-8670

 02 Middle strut bladder 
44110-8671

 03 tip strut bladder 
44110-8672

 04 nose line 
44110-8673

 05 Pig tails (Pair) 
44110-8674

 06 Front bridle left 
44110-8675

 07 Front bridle right 
44110-8676

01

04

03

06

07

02

05

01

03

04

02

 01 Fuse bladders see rebel 2011 

 02 nose line 
44110-8650

 03 Pig tails 
back Pigtail V left 	44110-8651

back Pigtail V right 	44110-8652

 04 Front bridle left 
44110-8653

 05 Front bridle right 
44110-8654

 06 relaunch bungee (Pair) 
44110-8655

02

 01 le bladder 
44110-8680

 02 Middle strut (s1) bladder 
44110-8681

 03 Quarter strut (s2) bladder 
44110-8682

 04 Quarter strut (s3) bladder 
44110-8683

 05 tip strut (s4) bladder 
44110-8684

 06 nose line 
44110-8685

 07 Pig tails 
back Pigtail V left 	44110-8686

back Pigtail V right 	44110-8687

 08 Front bridle left 
44110-8688

 09 Front bridle right 
44110-8689

01

04

03

06

06

05

02

Nkb spareparts 2012

sPareParts eVo 2011 sPareParts neo 2011

sPareParts Fuse 2011 sPareParts dyno 2011
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Nkb spareparts 2012

01
 nth - iron heart iV Chicken loop  

 „standard“ (grey) 

44120-8052

02
 nth - safety leash (grey) 

44120-8054

03
 nth - bar plain (grey) 

44120-8055

04
 nth - leaderlines with PVC tube and   

 floater (grey) 

 pair 

44120-8056

05
 nth - Chicken loop standard (24 cm)  

44100-8008

06
 nth - depower line + bolt 3  

44100-8010

07
 nth - hopper with Velcro neohoody  

44110-8051

08
 nth - webbing adjuster  

44100-8013

09
 nth - Micro loop upgrade kit   

44100-8006

10
 nth - Molded Chicken dick  

44110-8020

11
 nth - slidingstopper with ball  

44090-8017

12
 nth - Vario Cleat with line loop  

 + Pulley 

44100-8011 

13
 nth - iron heart iV repair box 

44120-8058

14 (ohne	Datailfoto)

 nth - suicide ring for trust bar 2010  

44110-8050

sPareParts 
bar 2012

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

09

10

11

12
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01
 nth bar attachment (bar Pigtail Pair)  

44100-8015

02
 nth - bar Plain  

44110-8029

03
 nth - Chicken loop standard (24 cm)  

44100-8008

04
 nth - depower line + bolt 3  

44100-8010

05
 nth - hopper with Velcro neohoody  

44110-8051

06
 nth - iron heart iV with Chicken loop   

 standard 

44110-8025 

07
nth - iron heart repair box 

44110-8026

08
 nth - webbing adjuster  

44100-8013

09
 nth - leader lines with PVC tube  

 + Floater 

44100-8014

10
 nth - Micro loop upgrade kit   

44100-8006

11
 nth - Molded Chicken dick  

44110-8020

12
 nth - safety leash  

44110-8027 

13
 nth - slidingstopper with ball  

44090-8017

14
 nth - Vario Cleat with line loop  

 + Pulley 

44100-8011 

15 (ohne	Datailfoto)

 nth - suicide ring for trust bar 2010  

44110-8050

Nkb spareparts 2012

Repair Box

sPareParts 
bar 2011

01

02

05

03

04

06

10

09

13

12

07

08

11

14
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 nth - Finset s bend Fr (4,9 / 5,3) 

 2pcs

44120-8000

 nth - Finset s bend Fs (4,2 / 4,6 / 5,0) 

 2pcs 

44120-8001

 nth - Finset s bend wk (2,5 / 3,5)  

 2pcs 

44120-8002

 nth - Freeracefins  

 3pcs 

44120-8003

 nth - Footstrap surf 

 single 

44120-8005

 nth - entity splitstraps (s /M +  l /Xl) 

44120-8006

 nth - Vario straps 

44120-8007

 nth - entity ContactPads (s /M +  l /Xl)  

44120-8008

 nth - Vario Pads 

44120-8009

 nth - kb - grab handle 

44120-8010

 nth - entity strapbuckle set  

 4pcs 

44120-8011

 nth - entity washers 

 4pcs 

44120-8012

 nth - surfpads standard 

pair 

44120-8014

 nth - nugget pad 

 pair 

44120-8015

 nth - Freerace pad  

 pair 

44120-8016

 nth - Minipad surfboard 

 3pcs 

44120-8017

 nth - the track nut 

 4pcs 

44120-8021

 nth - the track plug 

 4pcs 

44120-8023

 nth - kb - rocket tool 

44120-8026

 nth - ts s Fins  

 3pcs 

44120-8027

 nth - ts M Fins  

 3pcs 

44120-8028

 nth - Quad Fins set 

 2pcs 

44120-8031

sPareParts 
boards 2012
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nth - Footpad race ltd 

44100-8021

 nht - racepad ltd 69 

 (2 pcs) 

44110-8024

 nkb Freestyle (4.3 / 4,7 / 5,0 / 5,3) 

 (2 pcs) 

44100-8028

 Freeride s-bend fins (4,9 / 5,3) 

 (2 pcs)  

44100-8027 

 

  tuttle race Fin 38/40/42 cm  

 (single) 

44110-8055

 

 Footpad whip with 3dm stickytape 

44110-8013

Footstrap assym. Vario (2 pcs) 

44110-8009

 Footstrap assym. Vario small (2 pcs) 

44110-8010

 Footstrap surf single 

44110-8008

 Footstrap race single for raceltd 69 

44110-8056

 nth - assym. Footstrap Vario 

44100-8025

 nth - assym. Footstrap Vario small 

44100-8026

 nth - Footstrap surf 

44100-8003

 nth - Footpad kontact 

44100-8022

 nth - Footpad waM 

44100-8023

 nth - Footpad whip 

44100-8024

Footpad kontact with 3dm stickytape 

44110-8011

 Footpad waM with 3dm stickytape 

44110-8012

 nkb lineset Quad Control  
24	m	/	19	m	-	44110-8045

 Content of the Quad Control set:  
1. pair back lines    
2. pair front lines  
3. grey strong middle line 
4.	NKB	Red	Safety	Line	for	Trust	Bar	Quad	control 
24	m	/	19	m	-	44110-8046

 Pbo lines 2012 
 nth - line set 5th element Pbo  (20 / 25 / 32) 
44120-8040
 nth - line set Quad Control Pbo (24 / 19 / 31) 
44120-8041
 nth - extension line set 2,5 m 5th element Pbo (2,5) 
44120-8042
 nth - extension line set 2,5 m  Quad control Pbo (2,5) 
44120-8043

 nkb lineset 5th element 
25	m	/	20	m	-	44110-8034

 1.  nkb 5th e pair back lines (25 m / 20 m) '11 
25	m	/	20	m	-	44110-8035
 2.  nkb 5th e pair front lines (13 m) '11 
13	m	-	44110-8036
 3.  nkb safety frontline above the y with 2 mm dyneema line '11 
10,5 m - 44110-8039
 4.  nkb safety frontline under the y (8,4 m / 3,4) '11 
25	m	/	20	m	-	44100-8040
 5.  nkb 5th e grey strong middle line (12 m / 7 m) '11 
25	m	/	20	m	-	44110-8037
 6.  nkb f.red line f.5th element bar '11 
25	m	/	20	m	-	44110-8038

Nkb spareparts 2012

sPareParts 
boards 2011

sPareParts 
lines 2012/11

2

3

4

6
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5

2

3
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 nth - CaM battens 27 cm 
 (20pcs) 
2010 Vegas 5m²
2011 Vegas 5m²
 Neo 5m²
2012 Vegas 5m²

Art.Nr. 44100-8055

 nth - CaM battens 30 cm
 (20pcs) 
2012 Vegas 6m²

Art.Nr. 44120-8070

 nth - CaM battens 32 cm (lk) 
 (20pcs) 
2007 Rebel 3m²
2008 Rebel 6/7m²
 Vegas 5/7m²
2009 Rebel 6/7m²
 Vegas 5/7m²
2010 Rebel 5/6/7m²
 Fuse 5/7m²
2011 Rebel 5/6/7m²
 Fuse 5/7m²
2012 Rebel 5/6/7/8m²

Art.Nr. 44070-8087

 nth - CaM battens 32.5 cm 
 (20pcs) 
2010 Vegas 7m²
2011 Vegas 7m²
2012 Vegas 7m²

Art.Nr. 44100-8056

 nth - CaM battens 34 cm 
 (20pcs) 
2012 Vegas 8m²

Art.Nr. 44120-8071

 nth - CaM battens 37 cm 
 (20pcs) 
2010 Vegas 9m²
2011 Vegas 9m²
2012 Vegas 9m²

Art.Nr. 44100-8057

 nth - CaM battens 39 cm 
 (20pcs) 
2010 Vegas 10m²
2011 Vegas 10m²
2012 Vegas 10m²

Art.Nr. 44100-8058

 nth - CaM battens 42 cm 
 (20pcs) 
2010 Vegas 12/14m²
2011 Vegas 12/14m²
2012 Vegas 12/14m²

Art.Nr. 44100-8059

 nth - CaM battens 44 cm (lk) 
 (20pcs) 
2007 Rebel 9m²
 Vegas 9/10m²
 Rhino 9m²
2008 Rebel 10/12m²
 Vegas 14m²
 Rhino 9/10/12m²
2009 Rebel 10/11/12m²
 Vegas 9/10/12m²
2010 Rebel 9/10/11/12m²
 Fuse 9/10/12m²
2011 Rebel 9/10/11/12/14m²
2012 Rebel 
9/10/11/12/13/14m²

Art.Nr. 44070-8091

 nth - tip battens 52 cm
 (pair) 
2010 Vegas 7m²
2011 Vegas 7m²
2012 Vegas 7m²

Art.Nr. 44100-8061

 nth - tip battens 43 cm 
 (pair) 
2011 Vegas 5m²
2012 Vegas 5m²

Art.Nr. 44110-8690

 nth - tip battens 63 cm 
 (pair) 
2011 Vegas 9m²
2012 Vegas 9m²

Art.Nr. 44110-8691

 nth - tip battens 66.5 cm 
 (pair)
2011 Vegas 10m²
2012 Vegas 10m²

Art.Nr. 44110-8692

 nth - tip battens 73.5 cm 
 (pair) 
2011 Vegas 12m²
2012 Vegas 12m²

Art.Nr. 44110-8693

 nth - tip battens 76 cm (pair) 
2011 Vegas 14m²
2012 Vegas 14m²

Art.Nr. 44110-8694

 nth - leech battens set 
2010 Rebel 5/6/7/8/9/10/11/12/14/16m²
 Fuse 5/7/9/10/12/14m²
2011 Rebel 5/6/7/8/9/10/11/12/14m²
 Fuse 5/7/9/10/12/14m²
2012 Rebel 5/6/7/8/9/10/11/12/13/14m²

Art.Nr. 44100-8608

 nkb lazy Pump repair kit 
 5 clips, 2 tubings, 2 tubeclamps, 

 2 neoprene hoodies 

44100-8029

 nkb lazy Pump Clips 
 13 lazy pump clips (13 Pcs) 

44100-8030

 bladder repair Patches  
 2 bladder repair patches, 10 x 20 cm 

 and 10 x 10 cm and alcohol patches 

44100-8094

 bladder repair Patch selfsticky 

 10 x 10 cm (10 pcs) 

44090-8070

10 x 20 cm (5 pcs)

44090-8071

 nkb bladder repair kit  
 including box “super patches”, glue, 

 Canopy selfsticky ( 11 x 8 cm ) & 

 Pu - foil ( 11 x 8 cm ) 

44100-8070

 nkb Multipurpose Canopy 
repair patch round 
 (5 pcs) 

44120-8090

 selfsticky Valves 
 nkb selfsticky Pump Valve 

44090-8072

 nkb selfsticky lazy Pump Valve 

44110-8054

 nkb selfsticky inflation Valve 

 return (without stopper Function) 

44090-8074

 nkb selfsticky inflation Valve 

 non return 

44110-8053

 nth Valve slider – 2011 (20 pcs) 

44110-8052

 technoForce d2 ripstop 
 157 cm (t9675)

 Cool grey 10/Purple (P.2602)  

 white/black/blue (P.313)/green (P.376) 

44110-8072

 dacron 2012 (140 hPea) 

 black/orange P.021/yellow P. 108 

44120-8086

 dacron 144cm(t77060)  

 orange P.021 /black/Purple (P.2602)/

 blue (P.320) 

44110-8080

sPareParts 
CaM batten 2011/2012

sPareParts 
kites 2011/12
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 stiCkers 

 logo sticker writing black (10 pcs) 

Available	Sizes:	63	x	13	mm

   150 x 27 mm 

   400 x 70 mm

44070-8204

 logo sticker writing stickerset 

 Mix black (25 pcs) 

10pcs:	63	x	13	mm	+	10pcs:	150	x	27	mm	

+ 5pcs: 400 x 70 mm

44110-8206

 logo sticker writing solo transparent 

Available	Sizes:	63	x	13	mm

   150 x 27 mm 

   400 x 70 mm

44110-8203

 n-logo sticker solo 

15	mm	/	20	mm		(10pcs)

44110-8217

40mm	(1pc)

44060-8201

 kb diecut sticker (car) 

Available Sizes: 140 x 25 mm

	 	 	 220	x	36	mm

	 	 	 370	x	66	mm

   1220 x 220 mm

44110-8202

 dealer sticker 

44060-8225

 Pos 

 Chalkboard 

44060-8219

 Chalkboard school 

44100-8203

 nkb / ion event tent star 

44110-8220

 nkb event tent star 

44110-8219

 nkb event tent 

44060-8213

 nkb sparebladder event tent 

small	(nicht	abgebildet)

44070-8203

 nkb sparebladder event tent 

large	(nicht	abgebildet)

44070-8203

 hanging shop sign 

44110-8211

 open / Close sign 

44060-8221

 MerChandising 

 beach Chair 

44110-8208

 lanyard 

44100-8202

 keyring „remove before flight“ 

44110-8210

 Pin 

44090-8205

 dVd „behind the scenes“ 

44100-8207

 Coffee Cup (4 pcs) 

44110-8213

 d2 demonstration sheet display 

complete 

(incl.	2x	44110-8215	„1“	 

and	2x	44110-8215	„5“)

44110-8216

 d2 demonstration sheet (25pcs) 

 one  or  five  

material sample per fabric on each 

domonstration sheet

44110-8215

 banners & Flags 

 banner 

100 x 220 cm

44030-8201

 Fleece banner 

roll with 14 pcs

44060-8230

 Flag 

Available	Sizes:	90	x	160	cm

	 	 	 160	x	160	cm

44110-8207

 beachflag incl. Pole 

440	x	65	cm	

44060-8231

 windsock 

Available	Sizes:	20	/	90	/	130

44090-8204

 ProduCt disPlays 

 board rack 10 

44110-8212

 board rack 6 

44060-8229

Pos
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